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For the first time,
GOLF has not one

but two cover stars
for our Ryder Cup

issue—Team USA’s
Bubba Watson and

Dustin Johnson!
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GOLF.COM
IN YOUR
INBOX

For up-to-the-
minute golf news,
features and videos,
subscribe today to
GOLF.com’s
revitalized
newsletters :
News, Instruction,
Equipment and
Travel. Sign up now
and you’ll never miss
another story! Visit
GOLF.com/static/
newsletter/signup

The Ryder Cup
is finally upon

us, and GOLF.com will
be there for every swing,
putt and fist-pump.

It’s been two years
since the European
team thrashed the U.S.
side at Gleneagles. Two
years since Patrick Reed
“shushed” the European
fans. Two years since
Graeme McDowell, Justin
Rose and Victor Dubuisson

went undefeated. And
two years since Phil
Mickelson called out
captain Tom Watson in an
awkward post-tournament
press conference.

Now, as the matches
return to American soil
at Hazeltine GC in Chaska,
Minn., Team USA at long
last has a chance to take
back the Cup. And our
GOLF.com team has
the Cup covered.

Even before the first
shot is struck on Friday,
September 30, we’ll roll
out an exclusive video
series—players from past
competitions will recall
their greatest shots and
offer words of wisdom
to the U.S. squad, which
hopes to raise the trophy
for the first time since 2008.

Once play begins, you’re
just a click away from our
inside-the-ropes coverage,
which includes player pro-
files, video recaps, post-
round analysis and more.
For all the champagne-
drenched drama that’s
sure to unfold at Hazeltine,
GOLF.com is the place to be.

So sit back—maybe
paint your face, if you’re
so inclined. It’s the Ryder
Cup, and it’s gonna be epic.

Watch the
2016 Ryder Cup
with GOLF.com
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of extra “Teeing Off”
photos, only in GOLF’s

tablet edition.

BONUS CONTENT
Watch an exclusive

interview with World
Golf Hall of Famer

Gary Player.

 TABLET
 BONUS

ALL-ACCESS
Free for print subscribers!
Get easy access to GOLF
editions on the iPad and

other tablets at
GOLF.com/allaccess

digital
GOLF.com



A MATERIAL CHANGE 
IN FORGIVENESS
AND DISTANCE.
OUR REVOLUTIONARY M
EXOSKELETON MAKES  THE NEW BIG BERTHA FUSION 
OUR MOST FORGIVING DRIVER EVER.
Twenty years of researching and developing multi-material 
technology led to a breakthrough in driver construction. 
Our new titanium Exo-Cage and Triaxial Carbon 
crown and sole save an astonishing 35.4 grams. 
We repositioned the weight and increased 
forgiveness by a shocking 17%. This resulted 
in unbelievably straighter and longer drives. 
The Fusion. Of forgiveness and speed.

Did you know? The Exo-Cage 
and Triaxial Carbon make Fusion 
our most forgiving driver ever.

Did you know? Triaxial Carbon
is 35% thinner than our previous
Forged Composite.



From the Editor

heartbreaker at Medinah. As you’ll see
on p. 62, beneath his stoic exterior is a
wise, thoughtful man who knows what
matters—in golf and life. Team USA is
in good hands.

Of course, winning won’t come eas-
ily. The Euros welcome many talented
rookies to this year’s team, including
Danny Willett. I have a feeling that the
reigning Masters champion will be a big
point-getter for his side. If Europe ex-
tends its decade of dominance, Willett
will be a factor.

Gary Player was never able to tee it
up in a Ryder Cup (he’s from South

Africa), but the living legend
shares his prediction with us
on p. 37. The Black Knight is
betting on the Red, White and
Blue. We’ll see if his prognos-
tication is as impressive as his
rigorous fitness routine. (As
Player tells our Jessica Marks-
bury, he does more than a
thousand crunches a day!)

An American win over
captain Darren Clarke and
his European team would get
U.S. fans supercharged about
the Ryder Cup. But no mat-
ter which side pops the cham-
pagne, the event will almost
certainly be dripping with
drama. And I’ll drink to that.

David M. Clarke, Editor

David M. Clarke, Editor

How to use
the Shazam
digital feature
in this issue

HOW IT WORKS
Invisible watermarks
on select photos act

as gateways to bonus
galleries and videos. With the Shazam

app, your smartphone or tablet recognizes
the watermarks and automatically

delivers the content to your device.

1Download
and

open the
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version of
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or camera-
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tablet.
Shazam is free and is available
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market for Android devices.

3Hold the
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few seconds.
Once Shazam
recognizes
the image, it
will download
the described
content directly
to your device.
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favorites for when you
need a quick, instant lesson!

2Press the
camera

icon at the
top of your
home screen,
then hold the
phone above
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Davis reflects: Captain Love looks
back at Medinah and ahead to Hazeltine.

 THE RYDER CUP
returns, and I for one can’t
wait. It’s one of the most
exciting events in sports.
As a British citizen who
has an American address,
my loyalties are divided,
but I look forward to the
biennial event with joy-
ful anticipation. It’s real-
ly like no other. The Ryder
Cup provides a groundswell of emo-
tions that even the four majors lack.
Teammates play for each other and for
their flag. That’s special.

To celebrate this spectacle, we’ve
created two separate covers: one each
featuring U.S. Ryder Cup veterans
Bubba Watson and Dustin Johnson.
The Americans have lost three straight
Cups, so Bubba and D.J.’s monster
drives will be needed. They’ll be led by
Captain Davis Love III. As he reveals
in an exclusive piece written for GOLF,
Love seeks redemption at Hazeltine,
after the 2012 squad he skippered lost a

BENEATH DAVIS LOVE’S STOIC
EXTERIOR IS A WISE MAN WHO
KNOWS WHAT MATTERS—
BOTH IN GOLF AND IN LIFE.
TEAM USA IS IN GREAT HANDS.
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WHAT’S ON
YOUR MIND?

Letters are edited for
clarity and brevity.

WHICH AUGUST
STORIES AND
COLUMNS
DREW THE
MOST LETTERS?

Cover Story:
Lexi Thompson 56%
Alan Shipnuck 11%
Michael Bamberger 9%
Other 24%

Now on the Tee: Your Raves, Rants and Reactions

WRITE TO: GOLF magazine, 225 Liberty St.,  New York, N.Y.
10281-1008, or e-mail us at golfletters@golf.com

CLOTHES ENCOUNTERS

AS AN AVID GOLFER and GOLF reader, I was
both delighted and disheartened to see the August
cover shot chosen of Lexi Thompson. I am thrilled
when any LPGA player graces your cover, and while
I do appreciate that she is fully clad, her outfit is
not golf attire. The covers showing PGA Tour stars
always depict them in their “working” clothes. While
Lexi’s instruction article features her in golf attire
in her powerful stance and mid-swing, it would
show more respect for women golfers if one of those
pictures were chosen as the cover photo. I realize she
is a photogenic young woman, but let’s recognize her
for the talent she brings to the LPGA and do it where it
belongs—on the cover.

—M A RTH A L A PP, HUNTSVILLE, ONT.

I AM THE LADIES golf coach at Montgomery
County High School in Kentucky, and I often use
your lessons and tips with my golfers to give them a

fresh perspective on the techniques
we work on daily. While I appreci-
ate your willingness to share knowl-
edge and skills with your readers, I
am quite disappointed with the Au-
gust cover showing Lexi Thompson
in a dress that barely covers her. What
message are we sending here? My la-
dies struggle with so many pressures
with regard to their physical appear-
ance. How does this cover help stop
the idea that women have to be sexu-
ally appealing all the time? Thompson
is a gifted athlete and does not need
this to be noticed.

—CHRIS SPOON A MORE, V I A E-M A IL

TALES OF TIN CUP

I READ YOUR FEATURE about
the making of Tin Cup (“Kerrr-Plop!
The Oral History of Tin Cup,” August
2016) with keen interest. Years ago,
through dumb luck, I got my own oral
history from one of the stars. While on
a golf vacation to Ireland in September
1996, my group opted to have dinner at
a local Irish pub. As our lamb stew was
being served, I heard a familiar voice.
It was Ken Venturi. He was finish-
ing a pint at the bar with his wife, and
we asked them to join us for another
pint. They did. Our conversation cov-
ered a wide range of topics, but even-
tually got around to Tin Cup. Ken re-
galed us for half an hour with different
vignettes from the filming. He made
it very clear that he and the crew had a
blast making it. —TERRY SMAIL,VIA E-MAIL

10 GOLF.COM  OCTOBER 2016

RIO RESENTMENT

ALAN SHIPNUCK’S exasperation regard-
ing the dismissive attitude about the Olympics
exhibited by some of the game’s top players is
spot-on (“Bugging Out,” August 2016). I guess
the game has gotten to the point where it doesn’t
need any positive international publicity. My re-
gard for Adam Scott, Charl Schwartzel and oth-
ers who dropped out has diminished enormously.
The fact that some of these guys don’t realize that
the Olympics is a huge deal makes me not want to
brag about being a golfer.

—JOE MALY, VIA E-MAIL
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THE (OTHER)  
BIG THREE
We look back at a trio

of Ryder Cup moments

that shook the golf

world. Will 2016 yield

another classic?

BY CAMERON MORFIT

T he 40th
Ryder Cup

kicks off at Hazeltine
National Golf Club
in Chaska, Minn.,
on September 30. If
the past is prologue,
as Shakespeare
wrote, we could
be on the verge
of another Ryder
Cup for the ages.

We surveyed
the last half
century of Ryder
Cup showdowns,
and three clashes
stirred emotions
like no others. At
the climax of the
1969 Ryder Cup at
Royal Birkdale, Jack
Nicklaus conceded
a two-foot par putt
to Tony Jacklin
(photo left), leading
to the first tie in the
event’s history. (The
Americans retained
the Cup.) At the end
of a week full of
acrimony and testy
behavior from both
sides, the moment
led to a lifelong
friendship between
Jack and Jacklin.
They even designed
a course together,
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The Concession
Golf Club near
Sarasota, Fla.
What’s more, Jack’s
gesture made a
statement: The
Ryder Cup is about
sportsmanship,
not gamesmanship.
(For his part, U.S.
Captain Sam Snead
was not amused.
“The boys were
riled up,” he said.
“We went over
there to win.”)

Fast-forward
two decades.
Bernhard Langer’s
full-body grimace
(right) told the story
after he missed a
six-foot putt at
No. 18, giving the
Americans the W
at Kiawah in 1991.
Said Hale Irwin, the
German’s singles
opponent, “Nobody
deserved to have to
make that.” Irwin, a
two-time U.S. Open
champion, admitted
to having trouble
breathing and
swallowing that day,
as did teammate
Mark Calcavecchia,
who lost the last four
holes of his match to
Colin Montgomerie,
then stumbled out
to the beach in a
daze. Not even the
winners escaped
the “War by the
Shore” unscathed.

Four years ago,
“The Miracle at
Medinah” reinforced
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the dominance
that Europe has
displayed in
winning eight
of the last 10
Ryder Cups. It
also proved that
every point matters,
as Captain Davis
Love III and his
team led 10-6
heading into the
singles. When
Europe won 8½
of the 12 possible
points on Sunday
to retain the Cup,
Sergio Garcia,
Luke Donald and
Justin Rose (who
beat Phil Mickelson
1-up in a pivotal
singles match)
showed a flawless
synchronicity, even
as they uncorked
the bubbly (right).

Now it’s 2016.
Love looks to make
up for Medinah,
leading a veteran
team against a
rookie-heavy
European squad.
Will this Cup
christen a
resurgence for
the U.S.? Or will
another celebratory
chorus of “Olé, olé,
olé!” ring out in
the American
heartland? We’re
about to find out.
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EYE TO EYE
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When you look back at
the U.S. Open at Oakmont,
is it bittersweet? You held
the 54-hole lead and tied for
second. But that Sunday, 76
had to gnaw at you, right?
Yeah, the few days after the
U.S. Open were quite tough.
I had to keep myself busy,
because anytime I was on
my own I was thinking,
“What if had done this or if
this would have happened?”
I was driving myself mad.

Did you see any
positives during these
moments alone, or
was it all negatives?
It was all negatives at the time.
I’m not going to lie—I went into
the locker room afterward,
and my coach, Neil [Manchip],
was there packing up my bags,
and we gave each other a hug.
I was in tears. I think he was,
as well. Golf is a strange

The Irish Open
smiled upon him

as an amateur.
Now Shane

Lowry tries to
bounce back
from his U.S.

Open heartache.

Open
and Shut
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P ORT R A I T BY 
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game, because after finishing
second in one of the biggest
tournaments in the world, you
have such disappointment. It’s
weird. But there are so many
positives to take from the
U.S. Open. I think that, going
forward, I’ll be able to look
back on it as a week that stood
out, that helped me. When
I put myself in that position
next time, I’ll be okay.

Let’s talk about
growing up in Ireland.
Your dad, Brendan, was
a great Gaelic footballer.
Did you ever think about
doing that instead of golf—
or any other athletics?
No, I played a bit back in
the day, but ever since I was
14 or 15, it was always golf.
I just loved it, loved playing.

Your career really took
off in 2009. At 22, you won
the Irish Open, becoming
the third amateur to win
on the European Tour.
What do you recall
about that week?
This year at the Irish Open
there was a weather delay,
and they showed the replay
on TV. That was the first time
I’ve watched it in a few years.
I still don’t know how I did it,
to be honest—you know, to
win like that as an amateur.

Afterward, you
turned pro and gave up
a spot in the Walker Cup.
Do you ever regret that?
No, no, no, no. No one
remembers the Walker
Cup. I’m sure no one
remembers Jordan Spieth
playing the Walker Cup.
It was the right time for me
to become a professional.

What’s your take on
the Irish influence on the
PGA Tour? Your young
countryman Paul Dunne
considers you a role model.
It’s nice to hear that from
someone like him. Paul is a
very good player in his own
right. I look up to G-Mac
[Graeme McDowell] and Padraig
[Harrington] a lot. I’m very
friendly with those two guys.
Séamus Power is doing well on
the Web.com and will probably
get his card for next year. So
that’s looking like it’s going to
be another Irishman on Tour.

You write often for an
Irish newspaper. What
do you enjoy about it?
I’ve been doing it for three
years now. The Irish Times is
our best paper back home.
It helps me. It’s nice for my
sponsors to get a mention every
now and then in there, and it
kind of helps everyone. And it
gives people an insight into what
I do—you know, life on the road.

You’ve been
vocal about slow
play. What can
be done about it?
It’s horrendous. I
recently played nine
holes in three hours
for a practice round.
The European and
PGA tours are going
to have to start
penalizing shots.
Guys on the PGA
Tour make so much
money that they
don’t care about
a couple of grand
fine, and golfers
can be quite selfish
and think about
themselves and
no one else in their

group. Stroke penalties are
the only thing you can do
to make a difference.

You made the cut at
this year’s Masters and
got married the following
week, in New York City.
What a whirlwind!
It was cool. My wife, Wendy,
and I decided around last
Christmas that we were
going to do this. We just
needed to book a hotel, book
flights, do the paperwork.
We left the Masters on Sunday
evening, flew up, got to the
hotel at about 11 p.m. We were
up the next morning, going
down to City Hall to register—
and we’re gettin’ married! We
love New York. It’s such a good
place—our favorite place in
the world. When it comes to
marriage, in the few months
of experience I have, it’s true
what every man tells you: A
happy wife is a happy life.
Additional reporting
by ASAP Sports.

ONE THING
I KNOW
FOR SURE
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EYE TO EYE Shane Lowry

NO MATTER
WHERE IN
IRELAND YOU
COME FROM ,
ON TOUR,
YOU’RE IRISH.
I like it when a
young Irish kid
comes out on
Tour—I was that
kid! Paul Dunne
[from County
Wicklow, just
south of Dublin]
played a few
Tour events. We
played practice
rounds, had some
dinners. I’m from
a different part
[County Offaly in
central Ireland].
But once you
leave, it doesn’t
matter where
in Ireland you’re
from. You’re Irish!

It took Lowry
time to get
over his close
call at the
U.S. Open
at Oakmont.
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In person, by phone, or online.

Fidelity.com
800.FIDELITY



Follow Alan Shipnuck on
Twitter @AlanShipnuck

BACKSPIN
BY ALAN SHIPNUCK
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Hard-core boozing! High-stakes betting! And, umm...bromantic
tumbling amid the dunes? Welcome to the Uncle Tony Invitational.

I Love You, Man
THE BEST TOURNAMENT you’ve

never heard of is played annually at Ban-
don Dunes by two dozen binge-drink-
ers, degenerate gamblers and, I’m proud
to say, close, personal friends of mine.
It’s called the Uncle Tony Invitational.
The event’s eponymous patriarch is
Tony Kielhofer, a big, garrulous, won-
derfully profane 75-year-old who, as a
young man in Sacramento, once shot 66
to finish second in the city champion-
ship. He passed on his love for the game
to his nephew Matt Ginella, one of my
closest friends going back to the mid-
1990s when he worked as a photo editor
at Sports Illustrated.

Matt went on to a stint at another golf
publication, where his persnickety edi-
tor unsuccessfully tried to ban us from
recreational rounds together because
we worked at competing titles. He now
brings a much-needed vitality to the
Golf Channel, where he’s the travel edi-
tor and a regular presence on Morning
Drive. Matt is a benevolent dictator in
running every aspect of the UTI (yes,
we welcome urinary-tract jokes), and
the eclectic cast of characters is a testa-
ment to all of the friends he’s acquired
across the golf world. John Ashworth,
co-founder of the clothing company
that bears his name, is a regular, ooz-
ing a surfer-dude cool. The 2015 champs
were the self-styled “Dos Presidentes”:
Tom Pashley, president of Pinehurst
Resort, and Josh Lesnik, the president
of Kemper Sports. My partner this year
was Steve John, who runs the Crosby
Clambake (aka, the AT&T Pebble Beach
pro-am). This group was proof of how
interconnected the golf world is. Steve
played college golf with Ashworth and
his partner Rick Rielly, the longtime
head pro at Wilshire Country Club.

With such a golfy crew, the gossip
was excellent, and the long, boozy
dinners were a delight. (Uncle Tony
and two other honorary uncles—his
brother-in-law Bill Salmina and Lew
Thompson, the owner of Forest Dunes
in Roscommon, Mich.—were in charge
of the wine; they brought 51 bottles,
including some legendary 1997 Cha-
teau Mouton Rothshild.)

But as with any good buddies trip,

the UTI is defined by high-caliber
golf and low humor, all of us leaving
behind our families and jobs and rev-
eling in the chance to immerse our-
selves in the game and the brother-
hood that comes with it. Across three
and a half days, we ground through
four competitive rounds (better-ball
with handicaps), a putting contest at
the Punchbowl, a riotous team game
at the Preserve played in eightsomes,

Foreground, left
to right: Shipnuck,

Ginella, Steve John
(in rear), longtime

pal Kevin Price.
(Uncle Tony’s in
the yellow hat.)

The gossip
with my golf

crew was
excellent, and

the long, boozy
dinners were

a delight. I’m
not sure how

I survived the
trip to Bandon.

I don’t usually
drink double

Transfusions
at eight in

the morning.
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DRIVER
1) Callaway XR 16, 9°,
Mitsubishi Rayon Diamana
W-Series 60 shaft, X-flex,
45.5”, 288 yards; $350

UTILITY IRONS
2) Callaway Apex UT, 18°,
238 yards and 21°, 225 yards,
True Temper Dynamic Gold
SL shaft, X100 flex; $230

IRONS
3) Callaway Apex
Pro (5-9), True Temper
Dynamic Gold SL shaft,
X100 flex; price N/A
5-iron: 208 yards
6-iron: 197 yards
7-iron: 179 yards
8-iron: 165 yards
9-iron: 155 yards

WEDGES
4) Callaway Mack
Daddy 2, 47° (S Grind),
135 yards; 54° (T Grind),
115 yards; 58° (T Grind),
95 yards. All with True
Temper Dynamic Gold
SL shaft, X100 flex; $90

PUTTER
5) Odyssey Versa
#1 Wide, 35”; $100

BALL
Callaway
Chrome Soft
(2016); $40

“I prefer the T Grind in my 54° and 58° wedges because it sits closer to the
ground. When you have tight lies, like you do at Augusta, or a lot of grain in
the fairways, it makes it easier to nip the ball clean with plenty of spin.”

MY BAG

The Masters champ and Ryder Cup
rookie plays a bag full of Callaways

FAIRWAY WOODS
6) Callaway XR 16, 15°, Mitsubishi Rayon
Diamana W-Series 70 shaft, X-flex, 265
yards; 19°, Mitsubishi Rayon Diamana
W-Series 80 shaft, X-flex, 247 yards; $230

and an impromptu scramble at
Bandon Trails, just because we
needed more golf. Looking back,
I’m not really sure how I survived
the trip, because I don’t usually
drink double Transfusions at eight
in the morning. It was the compe-
tition that carried us all along. At
the start of the UTI, each guy kicks
in $350 toward the purse, and cash
is handed out every night to the top
four finishers in each round, with
a big payout going to the overall
winners. No paycheck has ever felt
quite as satisfying as that stack of
crisp greenbacks.

Steve and I had a chance to win
the whole shebang coming down
the stretch of the final round, and
I haven’t felt that much adrenaline
since those long ago days of play-
ing high school basketball. In the
end, we got clipped by Andrew
Fleming, a Kemper Sports lawyer,
and his pards Ollie Dunn, a teach-
ing pro at Mountain Gate Country
Club in L.A. (They’re still talking
junk in ongoing group chats and on
various social media platforms.)

For all the great golf shots I
witnessed, and all the spectacu-
lar holes we played, my enduring
memory of this UTI is more per-
sonal. In the final round, Steve and
I were paired with Ginella and his
college roommate Tim Hetrick.
They played out of their minds to
give themselves a chance at glory,
and when Matt rolled in a birdie on
the 16th hole at Bandon Trails, he
and Tim hopped around the green
in a delirious hug.

Slightly overserved, the ecstatic
duo wound up falling over and
then, still locked in an embrace,
rolled across the green and down a
hill toward the 17th tee box, all the
while pounding each other on the
back and yelling unintelligible val-
entines in each other’s ear. It was
one of the zaniest, funniest things
I’ve ever seen on a golf course—and
the perfect metaphor for how all of
us got carried away by our love for
the game, and each other. 
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ASK THE RULES GUY

 Of course you do!
Whatever it may be, send
yours to rulesguy@golf.com
and the question may be
answered in an upcoming
issue of GOLF. Until then,
play by the Rules!

GOT A RULES QUESTION?

You can watch video rulings
featuring Rules Guy himself!
Go to GOLF.com/rules-guy

Rules Guy:
Let’s say two pitch shots
are struck simultaneously
from opposite sides of an
elevated green that keeps
the golfers from seeing
each other. Their balls
collide. Do both players
hit from where the balls
came to rest? And are
there any penalties?

—JIM KELLY, VIA E-MAIL

Stroke play and match play
are on a collision course
here, Jim. Rule 19-5b states
that when a player’s ball
in motion is deflected by
another player’s ball in
motion (neither one played
from the putting green),
each must play the ball
as it lies without penalty.
In match play, however,
there’s a potential twist:

If your ball hits your
opponent’s ball when
they’re both in motion,
and he’s played out of turn,
you can call a do-over on
these simultaneous shots
and restore both balls to
their original positions.
Now, if your shot deflected
into the hole while your
rival’s ricocheted into the
bunker, you’d surely not
demand a do-over, and
vice versa. Either way,
you may not cancel just
one of the strokes, even
if it benefits you. When
you play by the Rules,
it’s all or nothing—
not à la carte.

Rules Boss:
During a recent match,
my ball came to rest
just outside a fairway

bunker, but I had to take
a stance in the bunker—
and the trap contained
standing water, which
I was forced to stand in.
Was I entitled to relief
even though only my
stance, not my ball,
was affected by water?

—JAY DRAFFIN, COLUMBIA, S.C.

Jay, if you took relief, you’re
not all wet—you made the
right call. Players often get
confused about what to
do when the ball is in one
condition and their stance
is in another. When the ball
lies “through the green”
(i.e., just about anywhere
that’s not the tee, the green
or a hazard), interference
caused by abnormal ground
conditions (such as casual
water) or immovable

obstructions (like cart
paths) includes the stance,
and you’re entitled to relief.
Find the nearest point of
relief not in the hazard and
take a free drop within one
club-length of that point,
not nearer the hole. This
may or may not place your
stance outside the bunker,
but it will ensure that
your DryJoys stay dry.

Dear Rules Man:
My tee shot hit a tree
30 yards ahead of the
tee box and flew right
back at me. As I jumped
out of the way, the ball
hit my foot and bounced
into a nearby water
hazard. Where do I
drop, and what do I lie?

—BRYAN MARKS, VIA E-MAIL

“Kick save, and a beauty!”
If the PGA Tour isn’t in
your future, maybe the
NHL is. First, you incur
a one-stroke penalty
under Rule 19-2, since
you accidentally deflected
your own ball. And you
have to play the ball as
it lies. Assuming you’re
unable to play it from the
hazard, you may take
relief under the Water
Hazard Rule, Rule 26-1,
incurring another one-
stroke penalty and hitting
your fourth shot. Rules
Guy’s advice? Aim
better, or jump quicker.  

Got a question about the Rules? Ask the
Rules Guy—he won’t throw the book at you!



PLAY FULLY LOADED.
WE BUILT A CAGE AND UNLOCKED MORE DISTANCE WITH THE NEW BIG BERTHA OS.
The Exo-Cage inside the new Big Bertha OS is an extremely lightweight and strong head design 
that maximizes iron forgiveness. Its unique construction strategically repositions weight and 
allows our next-generation 360 Face Cup to function more efficiently, pushing ball speeds across 
the face to the limit. Big Bertha OS is iron innovation without limitation.

Did you know? Our Tungsten-loaded 
standing wave lowers CG for 
higher launch and longer carry.

Did you know? Our new 
Exo-Cage Technology delivers 
more forgiveness and ball speed.

©2016 Callaway Golf Company. Callaway, the Chevron Device, Big Bertha, Exo-Cage and 360 Face Cup are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of Callaway Golf Company. 
All other trademarks are property of their respective owners. #1 claim based on Golf Datatech dollar share data from Jan-Dec 2015.
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. . .all the way...

Steal Henrik Stenson’s shoulder
secret and launch tee shots like
a British Open champion

Henrik Stenson averages 290 yards per “drive.”
That’s ho-hum distance in today’s power game, but in
Stenson’s case, it’s also misleading—the reigning British
Open champ hits a lot more 3-woods off the tee than his
PGA Tour counterparts do. When he does hit driver,
however, the 40-year-old Swede is a bona fide bomber,

capable of producing clubhead speeds of 120 miles per hour. Better yet,
he splits seven out of every 10 fairways—Bubba Watson and Dustin
Johnson can only wish they were that straight.

Sequence photography by MARK NEWCOMBE/VISIONS IN GOLF

. . .working...

Watch
dozens of
PGA Tour

stars hit the
shots you

need at
GOLF.com/
sequences

GOLF.COM Analysis by
Top 100 Teacher
Mike Perpich,
RiverPines Golf,
John’s Creek, Ga.

His weight shifts
directly over his right
foot, a key to good balance.

Stenson bends from his
waist, allowing his arms to
hang under his shoulders.

The shoulders begin to
rotate around his spine,
which stays stable.

SWING SEQUENCE

His right shoulder is in the
same position as frame 4...

. . .and keeps...

Watch + Learn
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STATISTICS

69.8%

Driving
Accuracy (6th)

4.22
Birdie

Average (4th)

5th

Official World
Golf Ranking

72.6%

Greens in
Regulation (1st)

The Line
on Stenson

THROUGH THE PGA CHAMPIONSHIP

. . .down. Pow!

Stenson’s come a long way since 2012, when he plummeted
to 230th in the world. Credit U.K.-based super-coach Peter
Cowen, who helped Stenson correct the downswing errors that
made him one of the least deadly drivers on Tour (he ranked
183rd in Strokes Gained off the tee in 2011). The fixes returned
Stenson’s right shoulder to its original power slot (frames 10 to
13). Do it Henrik’s way: Try to retrace on your downswing the
path your right shoulder took in your backswing. With some
practice, your ballstriking will reach a whole new level.

Portrait by KOHJIRO KINNO/SI

IMPROVE—FAST!
Download GOLF’s new

FIX FINDER, the golf
app with all the answers.

Ditch your hook, slice and
every flaw in between.
The best part? It’s free!

D
to get the

Fix Finder app.
See page 8.

SHAZAM
This Page

Stenson’s right knee is
still bent—no swaying here.

As his downswing starts, his
right shoulder begins to retrace
the path it took to the top.

Note how his
right shoulder
moves up, not
around, to a
balanced finish.
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THE WINNING LOOK
JASON DAY

The fall collection from Adidas Golf is
designed with maximum mobility in
mind. The Climaheat jacket (modeled
by Jason Day, right) offers both stretch
and warmth, with bulk-free no-fill
sleeves. New “Ultimate Pants” feature
a heavier weight for fall, but they
maintain their breathable stretch with
an elastic waistband and moisture-
wicking materials. Other cold-weather
accessories include beanies, no-seam
sleeves and Climaheat BOA shoes for the
ultimate inclement-weather enthusiast.

Climaheat Pom
Beanie, $25;
adidasgolf.com

Climawarm Golf
Sleeves, $30;
adidasgolf.com

The longtime Adidas
ambassador looks cool
while staying warm

Climaheat
BOA, $170;
adidasgolf.com

Ultimate Pant,
$80-$90;

adidasgolf.com

Climaheat Prime
Quilted Full-Zip

Jacket, $150;
adidasgolf.com
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Hot, Hotter, Hottest
In golf, “streakiness” is a measure of blazing success—           
as long as you keep turning up the heat.

Follow Mark Broadie on
Twitter @MarkBroadie

EVERY SHOT COUNTS
BY MARK BROADIE

WINNERS ON TOUR aren’t only
highly skilled; they have the ability
to string together great rounds in a
single event. Still, three great rounds
followed by a clunker might earn you
a rep as someone who can’t close the
deal. A player’s “streakiness” counts
for a lot, but in order to win, he’s got
to be what you might call streaky hot.

I measure the streakiness of a
player by comparing his wins with
how many times he would have won
if he weren’t streaky at all. Think of
“not streaky” as picking a score at
random from a player’s scores for the
season. “Not streaky” means that
shooting, say, a 65 or a 78 has no in-
fluence on whether the next score
is better or worse than a player’s

“Streakiness”
counts for a lot,
but three great
rounds followed
by a clunker
might earn you a
rep as someone
who can't close
the deal. To win,
a player must be
“streaky hot.”

average score. (To account for the
difficulty of a course, I use Strokes
Gained versus the field, rather than
round scores.) For each tournament
a player entered, I simulate 50,000
outcomes of his “not streaky” play
and compute the fraction of times
he would have won. I call this his
“non-streaky expected wins.” If a
player has more actual wins than
non-streaky expected wins, then
he’s not streaky; he’s just good at
bunching great rounds together.

On the Tour from 2013 through
2016, the streakiest player was
Jimmy Walker, the reigning PGA
champion. He has won six times
in that four-year period, but the
“non-streaky” Walker was expect-
ed to win only 2.9 times. Put another
way, his streakiness added 3.1 wins.
In that same stretch, Patrick Reed’s
streakiness added 2.5 wins, Bubba
Watson’s added 2.4 wins, and Jason
Day’s added 2.2 wins.

On the opposite end of the spec-
trum, Keegan Bradley was winless
from 2013 through 2016, but even
a “non-streaky” Bradley was ex-
pected to win 2.0 times. His “anti-
streakiness”—that is, his tenden-
cy to follow low rounds with high
rounds—cost him about two wins.
In that same span, anti-streakiness
cost both Sergio Garcia and Jim
Furyk 1.7 wins.

Pros work hard to put together
great rounds. For most of us week-
end players, it’s about putting to-
gether a sequence of good holes. If,
on any given Sunday, you can be
streaky hot by matching or better-
ing your average score on most of
your 18 holes, you’ll likely shoot the
best round of your life.

NUMBERS GAME
WHEN IT COMES TO
PLAYING “STREAKY
HOT” GOLF ON
TOUR, TIGER HAS
BEEN IN A CLASS
ALL HIS OWN

From 1983–2016,
Tiger Woods has
been the streakiest
player, with 20.5
added wins due
to streakiness.
Next streakiest are
Phil Mickelson and
Vijay Singh, with
13.0 and 8.1 added
wins, respectively.
Payne Stewart and
Jeff Maggert lead
in “anti-streakiness,”
with 5.5 and 5.3
fewer actual wins
than non-streaky
expected wins,
respectively.

In the 2016 season,
Adam Scott has
been the streakiest
player, with two
wins, compared
with non-streaky
expected wins
of 0.5, or 1.5
added wins due
to streakiness.
Phil Mickelson,
Rory McIlroy and
Justin Rose lead in
“anti-streakiness,”
which cost them
1.5, 1.0 and 0.7
wins, respectively.

Over the past
three-plus Tour
seasons, Jimmy

Walker has got
his streak on.



GOLF magazine Top 100
Teacher & CBS Sports Analyst

FOR PETE’S SAKE
BY PETER KOSTIS
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IT’S BEEN TWO YEARS
since the Press Conference
Heard Round the Golf World.
In 2014, after enduring an-
other stinging loss to Europe,
at Gleneagles, Phil Mickelson
questioned Team USA’s Ry-
der Cup strategy. Phil claimed
that no players were involved
in any decision making that
week, a statement that put
Captain Tom Watson on the
defensive. Many people lam-
basted Mickelson for pub-
licly airing grievances, but
I applauded his candor. The
timing ensured that every-
one was aware of the frustra-
tion affecting the team. And the result of Phil’s
brutal honesty is the Ryder Cup task force, a
group comprised of 11 past captains, players
and PGA of America leadership figures. The
goal? An overhaul of the entire Ryder Cup pro-
cess—everything from qualification points
and captain’s picks deadlines to the selection
of the captains themselves. The task force just
might be the most pivotal turning point in the
event’s history since 1979, when continental
Europe was admitted to the competition.

The big difference between Team Europe
and Team USA over the last two decades has
been the Euros’ vested interest in the outcome
of the matches. Why? Because the European
Tour is responsible for the proceedings. Thus,
it (and its players) benefit from the profits. Eu-
ropean players are involved in both selecting
their captains and captain’s picks. American
players aren’t, and many have even felt that
the PGA of America was taking advantage of
them. (It’s interesting to note that the Presi-
dents Cup, run by the PGA Tour with player
participation, has no such issues. Players
are involved every step of the way, and Team
USA’s winning record is a testament to the
success of that strategy.)

The Force Awakens

Thankfully, with the task
force now in place, the players
have what they wanted: a voice.
They’re part of the process.
Look at how seriously Phil is
taking this year’s Ryder Cup—
he’s played his butt off to make
the team! And Tiger Woods,
who used to be a seemingly am-
bivalent participant, will be a
vice captain this year. I sense a
much more positive vibe head-
ing into Hazeltine. The play-
ers got the involvement they
sought. Now they have to jus-
tify it with better play.

Who has the edge? I think the
U.S. will win, but not because
we have better players. It’s be-
cause this is the first time in
years we’ll have 12 players com-
pletely invested in the process.
Captain Davis Love III and his
team will make informed choic-
es both before and throughout
the competition. And that’s ex-
actly how it should be.
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Peter, how do I stay
in rhythm when
I’m playing with a
really slow player?
—Teagan Langston,
Bend, Ore.

The core problem
isn’t losing your
rhythm when playing
with slow players—
it’s losing your
composure. It comes
down to making
decisions that will
help you control
your emotions.
To start, avoid
standing around
and silently fuming
over someone
else’s slow play.
Instead, just check
out. Walk more
slowly to your ball.
Think about whatever
you want, as long as
it’s not how angry
you are. Stewing
only makes you
more tense, tension
causes quickness
in the swing, and
quickness leads to
bad rhythm—and
bad shots. Once
you simply accept,
and not fight, that
your partner is slow,
you’ll relax. Then, go
through your routine
every time you hit a
shot—and feel free to
make a little practice
waggle, which can
further help you
stay loose. Focusing
on routine helps
you maintain your
rhythm—provided,
of course, that you
don’t let your anger
get the best of you.

Got a question
for Peter? Tweet him
@peterjkostis or visit
peterkostis.com.

Phil Mickelson
and Tom Watson
didn’t see eye
to eye in 2014,
at Gleneagles.

Here’s why the newly instituted task force is the
best thing to happen to the Ryder Cup in decades

I think Team
USA will win
at Hazeltine.
It’s the first
time in years
we’ll have
12 players
invested in
the process.
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THE PELZ VAULT

GO LOW
BY DAVE PELZ

AS A SCIENTIST (I
worked for years at NASA),
I’ve always believed that
there’s a logical explanation
for everything. Then I
watched Phil Mickelson’s
final putt of the first round
at this year’s British Open.
It was tracking, tracking,
tracking—and then it dove to
his right and lipped out. My
faith in reason was shaken.

So hear me, dear reader:
Spirits are at work. Gods
are at play. I now believe.

Mickelson’s putt had to
go in. If it had dropped,

Lefty would have shot 62—
the lowest round in major
history. Nineteen 63s have
been carded in majors, but
not a single 62, and I now
know why: the Golf Gods
won’t allow it. They don’t
want it. If they did, they
would have let Phil’s perfect
putt fulfill its destiny.

I’ve always suspected
the existence of the Gods—
these makers of mischief,
these begetters of bad
breaks. They’ve meddled
plenty in my game. But this
time, I had proof. It was
as if the deities dwelling
atop the Mount Olympus
of the Links wanted to be
found out. Because that
Thursday at Troon, the Pelz
Golf Institute had a drone
equipped with a video
camera hovering 2,000 feet
above Phil as he finished his
round. In the video-editing
room, we traced the path of
Mickelson’s putt, plotting
the position of the ball
every three-quarters of a
second during its journey
to the cup. The photos at
left show the true line of
the putt, which we overlaid
onto the image that you
saw on your TV.

As you can see, the ball
lurches to the right as it
nears the hole, defying
physics and reason. I know
the 18th green at Royal
Troon like the back of my
glove; on the putt Phil had,
a sudden right turn just
isn’t possible on that part of

the green. But the Gods
work in mysterious ways.

I talked to Phil after
the round, and I could
tell he was disappointed
by the ball’s last-second
“diversion to the right,”
as he put it. He stroked a
perfect putt. It was good
from the word “go.” And
yet it missed. Ah, 62—so
close and yet so far. Call
it divine interference.

You can deny the
existence of the Gods,
but my eyes are open.
They’ll surely continue
to treat us golfers like
pawns on a chessboard. My
advice: The next time they
meddle with your round,
don’t take it personally.
Instead, remember the
way Phil handled it. Three
days  later, there he was,
shooting a Sunday 65 to
valiantly battle Henrik
Stenson to the last hole.

So don’t let lip-outs or
bad bounces get you down.
All you can do is nod to
the heavens and play on.

As Phil learned at Troon, bad breaks aren’t our fault. Blame the Golf Gods!

    
      Dozens of short-
game and putting
video lessons
at GOLF.com/pelz

      See a list
of upcoming 3-
and 2-day schools
and 1-day clinics
at pelzgolf.com. 

Follow Dave Pelz on
Twitter @dave_pelz

Oh Gods, You Devils

Lefty’s putt was tracking,
tracking, tracking—and

then it took a sharp dive to
the right and lipped out. My
faith in reason was shaken.

Phil Mickelson’s putt for
a 62 was captured from
a drone above the 18th
green at Royal Troon. The
Golf Gods clearly interfered.
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Roll of
Phil’s putt.

Proof:
The Gods
exist!



Follow Joe Passov on
Twitter @JoePassov

TRAVELIŇ JOE
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CUP O’ JOE

HOST WITH THE MOST
This month, it’s Ryder
Cup o’ Joe. Did you know
that the highest-ranked
course to host the Cup
is Muirfield, in Scotland,
in 1973? Now ninth on
GOLF’s world list, Muirfield
has no bigger fan than
Gary Player, who told me,
“I love the sharp, dramatic
bunkering and the way it
gives you so many options
to play so many shots.
Muirfield has stood the
test of time, and that’s the
mark of a great design.”

BUT SINCE YOU CAN'T
PLAY MUIRFIELD. . .
The Belfry’s Brabazon
course has hosted
the most Ryder Cup
matches: four (1985,
’89, ’93 and ’02.) And you
can play it. Located near
Birmingham, England, the
Belfry features a recently
renovated 324-room hotel,
with dining at the Ryder
Grill and the Ryder Kitchen.
Packages start at $130 per
person. thebelfry.co.uk

DESERTED ISLAND
The 1939 Ryder Cup
was slated for the
Ponte Vedra Inn &
Club’s Ocean course
and its island-green, par-3
ninth. But when World
War II erupted, the Cup
was canceled. The resort’s
Golf Package includes
room, golf and cart, range
balls, a gift set (sleeve of
balls, bag tag, tees) and a
30-minute clinic. October
packages start at $455 per
night, two-night minimum.
pontevedra.com.

Both rural and regal, Tom Fazio’s new Silo Ridge Field Club
injects 18 holes of fun into New York’s Hudson Valley

Just a 90-minute drive from
Manhattan is New York State’s
newest championship spread:
Tom Fazio’s Silo Ridge.

One look at the practice
range target—a rusted, red ’47
Chevy truck—and you can tell
you’re in for a fun day. “What
player wouldn’t want to hit a
truck with a ball,” Silo Ridge
Director of Golf Brian Crowell
says with a smile. Indeed, the
golf experience at Silo Ridge
is all about fun—a refreshing
change for a private club.

Located in the bucolic
serenity of the Hudson Valley,
rustic, rural Silo Ridge Field
Club is the first development
in the northeast for Arizona-
based Discovery Land
Company, which has a track
record of successful high-end
communities (most of them
with a Tom Fazio golf course).
Discovery CEO Michael
Meldman sets a tone of relaxed,
laid-back luxury for all of his
properties, so it was no surprise
this past April at Discovery
Land’s Baker’s Bay, in the
Bahamas, to see Jordan Spieth
and Rickie Fowler swinging
bare-chested and in flip-flops
during a spring-break round.

Meldman and Fazio have
created another joyride with
Silo Ridge. Built on the site of a
previously existing course, Silo

Ridge takes advantage of its
rural character and stop-and-
soak-it-in views, which start
on the elevated first tee. The
433-yard, par-4 first peers out
at the valley and the Berkshires
beyond. The 571-yard, par-5
third may well become the
layout’s signature hole, thanks
in part to the twin red silos that
backdrop the green. Yet more
dramatic is the 231-yard, par-3
17th, which requires a forced
carry over an old quarry that’s
accented by cascades of water.

Silo Ridge, which opened
in August, is a new home
club for 245 fortunate families
seeking a tranquil, low-traffic
place for their summer
getaway. It’s unlikely any of
them owns a rusty old pickup
truck, but they’ll have a blast
hitting shots at that Chevy.

A Little Bit Country

HOT TRACKS
Silo Ridge Field Club
Amenia, N.Y.
7,107 yards, par 71
Architect: Tom Fazio
Siloridge.com 

The par-5 third has
 all the makings of

a signature hole.
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for more with 
Gary Player.

See page 8.

SHAZAM
This Page

TheCard

Follow Jessica Marksbury on
Twitter @Jess_MarksburyJESSICA MARKSBURY

We’re drinking green
juice today, which is
tastier than I expected.
If we could get everybody
in America, particularly
children, to start the day
with that, what a difference
it would make in their lives.

Fitness and nutrition
are important to you.
You turn 81 in November.
Do you still do more than
a thousand sit-ups daily?

Yes, I did 1,300 sit-ups and
crunches last night, and I
put a hundred-pound weight
on my chest for the last 200.
And then I did the treadmill
at max, and I pushed 400
pounds with my legs. So you
see, this business of getting
old is purely a number.
It’s about the way you
look after yourself.

You have some
275,000 followers
on Twitter. What’s the
key to being successful
in social media?

Just to be kind to people,
have love, show interest
in them. I love people.
I’ve traveled more miles
than any human being
ever—63 years of constant
travel. It’s the best educa-
tion anybody could ever
obtain. I’ve learned to
have respect for people’s
religions, their ways of
life, their political views,
whatever the case may be.

You closely follow
the pro game, and the
Ryder Cup is coming
up. Which team
has the edge?
I think America’s going
to win. They’ve lost eight
times out of 10. And I never
understand that, because
America’s got the best cli-
mate, the most money, the
most tournaments, suppos-
edly the best coaches, and
yet they keep losing. [But]
it’s been good for Europe
to win. It’s improved golf
around the rest of the world.

What can Team
USA do to improve

their chances?
Just play better.It’s
a mindset. When
I played against
Jack Nicklaus,
I honestly and
truly never

believed he
was going to
beat me, never.
They’ve got to

MUCH MORE
WITH GARY

Watch a video of Jessica’s
full, exclusive interview
with Gary in GOLF.com’s
New York City studio—
available only at
GOLF.com/roundwith

TOUR
CONFIDENTIAL

Jessica leads GOLF and
Sports Illustrated writers in
a lively discussion of the
game’s biggest stories, every
Monday at GOLF.com/
tourconfidential

have a mindset that they can
go out and win, and they’ve
got to work harder.

You’ve worked hard
to give back to the game.
What’s next for you?
I raise money for people
who are underprivileged.
We’ve raised $60 million
in Japan, China, Africa,
America, London, Abu Dhabi.
Now, we may be going into
India. I want to get to $100
million before I hang it up.

A ROUND WITH. . .

At 80, the golf icon talks fitness (he did 1,300 sit-ups
last night) and why Team USA will win the Ryder Cup

Gary Player

It’s been good
for Europe to win
the Ryder Cup.
It’s improved golf
around the world.
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SWING
FOR
THE

FENCES
The Tour’s wraparound season starts
this month, but in our book, October

belongs to baseball. Wild-card games,
walk-off homers, the World Series—
there’s nothing like it. (Sorry, but the
CIMB Classic is no Fall Classic.) Many

baseball legends love golf, among
them Hall of Famer and 13-time all-

star George Brett (above). The Kansas
City Royals great has cut his handicap
almost to scratch by using the same,
simple swing keys that got him into
Cooperstown. The man who once
hit .390 now hits it 290 off the tee,

at age 63! To Brett, crushing drives is
like crushing fastballs. And here’s his
pitch: Your old baseball swing makes
a great golf swing, just on a different
plane. Batter up—it’s time to go yard.

(No pine tar needed.)
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In 1980, George Brett
batted .390, the third-

highest average of the modern
era. It was just one of 11 seasons
in which he topped the .300
mark. “Hats off to my late hitting
coach Charley Lau,” Brett says.
“In my first few years in K.C., he
gave me the fundamentals to
survive 21 seasons in the bigs.”
Lau stressed stance, rhythm,
weight shift and release. As an
avid golfer, Brett uses these
baseball-swing basics to regularly
shoot in the 70s and even in the
60s. “They help me create power,
and you don’t need all-star talent
to use them,” he adds. Intrigued?
Well, read on, and soon you’ll be
hitting with Major League power.

My old hitting coach Charley Lau
was big on creating a balanced,
workable stance—a position that
let me shift from a rigid back
leg to a firm front leg through
impact. I found my stance using
rhythm. When I played baseball,
I was constantly in motion. Even
in the on-deck circle I’d shuffle
my feet and work the bat forward
and back to better time the
pitcher’s throws. Eventually,
I’d find my comfort zone:
balanced, loose and ready
to react in a split-second.

Getting into a “rhythmic”
stance is even more important
in golf, because it’s up to you to
initiate the action. With driver,
I still shuffle and work the “bat”
at address, and once I settle,
I start back. Don’t hesitate.
It’s tough to start an athletic
motion from a static state.
(That’s why batters call time out
if the pitcher waits too long to
throw.) Watch Brandt Snedeker
on Tour. He’s a quick, get-set-
and-swing guy like me. In fact,
my golf buddies call me “Sneds.”
I take it as a big compliment.

KNOCK
THE
COVER
OFF!
We’ve got
four ways
to boost
drives using
a baseball
swing. It’s
power, by
George!

“rhythmic”
address

Once you sight your
target, turn your eyes
to the ball—and keep

them there. In  1980, I
had more homers (24)

than strikeouts (22).
Ball-focus works!
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I swung the bat with minimal
tension. Tension kills—in all
sports. It all starts with your
grip. If you put a death hold on
the club, your arms will tense
up. And trust me: You can’t
swing with a nice rhythm if you
have tight muscles, nor can
you max out your arm speed.
Charley told me to grip the bat
handle as if it were a tube of
toothpaste with the cap off.
The goal was simply to keep the
paste in the tube. I had 3,154
hits in my career, including
more than a thousand extra-
base hits. I did it all with a
light grip, tension-free arms
and using only about 70
percent of my total swing
power. My mantra? Hit the
ball hard, not far. If you’re
smooth, you’ll generate
more than enough distance.

George is right: the golf
and baseball swings have
many parallels, even at
address. Whether at the
plate or on the tee, George
sets up with his scapulae
(shoulder blades) pulled
back and his arms loose.
Making these simple
adjustments adds yards. See
for yourself. Hunch over and
make a backswing (far left).
Now stand nice and tall, with
your shoulders back and
your arms “dangling,” and
take it back again. You’ll
likely double your rotation—
and hit towering drives.

Top 100 Teacher Jon Tattersall is
based at Fusion ATL in Atlanta, Ga.

a light grip

STAND TALL, CRUSH THE BALLTOP 100 TIP

DID YOU KNOW?
Brett won the
AT&T National
Pro-Am in 1987
with partner and
golf buddy Fred
Couples. “I made
par on the third
playoff hole while
getting a stroke.
Easily my greatest
golf moment!”

NO! “Hunching”
your shoulders...

YES! Pulling your
shoulders back...

. . . limits rotation
and power.

...maxes
out rotation.

Tension-free.
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Most baseball players
I know are darn good at
golf. It’s a weight-shift thing.
We know how to move weight
and energy toward the target
(photo, above), whether that’s
the center-field fence or the
middle of the fairway. If
I had swung a bat off my
back foot, I wouldn’t have
made it out of the minors.

From the top, all I think
about is getting my weight
over my front foot. Some
caveats: Keep your head in
place and your eyes focused
on the ball, and make sure your
weight stays over the arch in your
front foot. (Staying on your toes is
good for baseball, basketball and
football—but not golf.) I know I’ve
done it right if my front knee is
directly on top of my front foot
at contact. If I do that, I’m happy.

front foot
contact

To properly shift weight
forward without lunging ahead

of the ball, stand at address
without a club, with your
left hand over your right

shoulder, as shown.

Take a mock backswing,
“loading” up over your

right foot and right glute.

Use left-hand pressure to keep
your right shoulder back, and
bump your left hip toward the
target while shifting weight to
your front foot. This is the ideal
position for a powerful delivery.

SEQUENCE
STARTER

TOP 100 DRILL
As your weight shifts

forward, keep your hands
back, as in a check swing.

Then let ’em rip!

Weight on
front foot.
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I help George with his swing, and by his own admission, he isn’t
a naturally gifted athlete. He says he’s had to “maximize” everything,
meaning he’s squeezed every ounce of power from his motion.
You can, too. How? Go to the top of your backswing and stop.
Without moving your arms, shift weight to your front foot. Now
you have a stable base, which helps you accelerate coming down.
Next, swing slowly to impact, gradually straightening both arms
while “bracing” your left leg. Go back to address, and repeat these
motions at full speed. You‘ve got it right when it feels like the club
still points at the ground well after impact (right photo, above).

My batting strategy was simple: If the pitch
came inside, I’d try to pull it. If it was on the
outside of the plate, I’d swing toward the
opposite field. By always going with the pitch,
I created room to fully extend my arms through
the swing, a feat I wouldn’t have been able to do
if I had tried to hit an inside pitch to left field.

In baseball and golf, extension equals power.
You never want your elbows bent at impact; you
want both arms fully extended. See my baseball
swing above? Your arms should look a lot like that
through the ball. And as the photo at left shows,
they’ll stay extended as your body turn brings the
club around in your release. At impact, it’s all about
extension. Hey, I’ll bet you remember that time in
Little League when you rocked that fastball over
the fence. Well, it’s pretty much the same in golf—
a different plane, but the same full extension.

extend your arms

SHIFT & STRAIGHTEN

TOP 100 TIP

In the 1980 ALCS, Brett
launched a “Goose”
Gossage fastball into
the right-field upper
deck at Yankee Stadium
to send the Royals to the
Series. Check it out on
YouTube. Brett doesn′t
swing hard, but he fully
extends at impact.

Arms straight
in the release.
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to watch a video
of this lesson.

See page  8.

SHAZAM
This  Photo

Stand at Attention
With your driver
resting against your
body, stand tall with
your shoulders back,
feet together and
the ball positioned
off your left big toe.
Let your arms dangle
from your shoulders.
Hold onto this
feeling—you’ll need
it in steps 2 and 3.

Set Your Width
Take a small step to
the left with your left
foot and a giant step
to the right with your
right foot. Shuffle your
feet until your arms
hang comfortably in
front of each thigh.
Keep ’em loose!
Want an extra boost
of power? Slightly
flare your left foot.

Stay Loose
Your stance width is
now perfect—wide
enough to provide
a solid base, yet
narrow enough to
max out your rotation.
Now sole your driver
behind the ball. The
loose-arm feeling
from steps 1 and 2
is what you’d like
to have here, too.

BACK TO BASICS

4 EASY PIECES

Launch drives
higher and

farther with this
simple tweak to

your stance

PREPARE
FOR LIFTOFF!

The Eyes Have It
Imagine two lines, one across your eyes and another across
the front of your shoulders. The two lines should be parallel.
This eye-shoulder alignment helps you create the correct
attack angle. Now swing—and take a long walk to your ball.

Big bombers catch shots
in the center of the clubface,
where maximum energy
transfer occurs. You can build
a stance that makes it easy to
pound the sweet spot swing
after swing. The secret? Set
your feet the correct distance
from each other and let your
arms hang properly. You can
nail these four critical moves
in no time—and nail your
drives longer than ever.
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HOW TO CHECK
Set up as if to hit a flop. Hold
the grip end of the club against
your sternum. Does the clubhead
dangle well behind the ball?

HOW TO CHECK
Take your flop-shot address
position, then look down at
the clubface. Do the grooves
point between your feet?

HOW TO CHECK
Hit five flop shots at your short-game
practice area. Did you carve a deep
divot or stick the club in the ground
on more than half of them?

FIX NO. 1
At address, you tilt too much to
the right and/or play the ball too far
forward. Level your shoulders and
play the ball a bit right of center in
your stance. (Use the club-against-
sternum trick above to double-check.)

FIX NO. 2
The face is too square for a flop,
especially if you flip your hands.
So set up, then rotate the clubface
to the right until the grooves point
just outside the toes on your left
foot. You‘re now “open” for business.

FIX NO. 3
You’re leaning the shaft too much.
Copy flop savant Tom Watson, a
master at pointing the shaft at his
sternum through impact. With less
lean, the ball has more time to roll
up the face, for maximum shot height.

Why Do I
Chili-Dip My
Flop Shots?

Take this test—and be your
own short-game swing guru!

1
Is it my setup?
If flops frustrate you, you
may think that your sternum

has to be behind the ball in order
to loft it high. With a lob wedge,
this setup could lead to skulls.

2
Is it my clubface?
Most players try to hit flops by
“flipping” their hands through

impact. It can work, but only
if the clubface is wide open
when you contact the ball.

3
Is it my impact position?
Leaning the shaft toward the
target at impact will improve

your contact, but it will usually flight
the ball too low, making it tough
to hit it high and stop it quickly.

V.J. Trolio, Old Waverly G.C., West Point, Miss.

YES

NO NO

SELF-HELP

YES YES



SWING THOUGHTPerformance

Grip Near the Steel.      
It’s a funky stance. To
create some semblance
of a “normal” address
position, choke all the way
down to the end of the grip.
Use your 7-iron—the goal is
to hit the ball just far enough
to leave a manageable
wedge into the green.

Aim for Right Field.    
With the ball at waist
height, your swing will be
ultra-flat, meaning you’ll
pull it left no matter what.
To compensate, aim a
good 20 yards to the right
of where you want the ball
to end up and set the face
square to your aim line.

Make a Baseball Swing
Now the fun part. Swing
the club as though you’re
crushing a waist-high
fastball, or pretend that
you’re swinging across
the top of your dining
room table: Key: Keep the
club below shoulder level.
Suh-wing. . .and a hit!

 SHOW-OFF SHOTS

When it’s useful: The ball is nestled
near the lip of a fairway bunker.
You have to stand in the hazard to
properly address the ball, and when
you do, the ball is at waist height.

How to hit it: Batter up! Think back
to your days as a Little Leaguer and
knock this one out of the park.

Degree of Difficulty
LIP BOMB

with Brady Riggs

6/10

Jessica Korda has grabbed four wins and
$2.7 million in earnings on the LPGA Tour.

Odds are, you carry at least one hybrid
in your bag. Mine goes 205 yards—it’s a
high-flying lifesaver when I‘m stuck between
3-wood and my longest iron. Manufacturers
market hybrids as versatile and easy to hit,
but they don’t swing themselves. You need
to make some critical adjustments—if you
swing them steeply like you do your irons,
you won’t get maximum distance. And if
you try to swing “up” through contact, as
you would with a driver, you‘ll skull it. I go
for a happy medium: a sweeping motion
through impact that takes just a little dirt,
like I‘m catching an iron a bit on the thin side.

Here’s how to groove the right feel.
At the range, tee the ball just barely above
the turf. And I mean barely. Your goal? Hit
the ball without hitting the tee. It helps to
stand taller through impact. I like to feel
as though my chest is the same distance
from the ball both at address and when
I strike it, with my weight slightly favoring
my front foot. Use this sweeping motion
and almost any green is within range.

How to
Rip a
Hybrid
Think “clean sweep”
to make easy work
of long approaches
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KORDA’S ORDERS
Don’t dip or lift
your chest when
swinging a hybrid.
Your reward: A pin-
seeking approach
from way downtown.
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2017 KPMG WOMEN’S PGA CHAMPIONSHIP
OLYMPIA FIELDS COUNTRY CLUB
OLYMPIA FIELDS, IL
JUNE 27 – JULY 2, 2017

COME BE PART 
OF HISTORY

 INSPIRE GREATNESS

For more information, please visit 
KPMG.com/WomensLeadership 

BROOKE HENDERSON
2016 CHAMPION

 

MICHELLE WIE

STACY LEWIS
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STICK YOUR
WEDGES
How to dial in any distance—
and own the scoring zone

Most wedge shots
require you to carry the
ball a shorter distance
than your full-swing wedge
yardage. Throttling down is
what makes wedging it tight
so tough. To subtract yards,
some players prefer to choke
down on the handle, but that
changes the lie angle of the
club and can lead to poor
contact. Your best bet?
Keep everything the same,
but shorten the length of
your through-swing. A
limited follow-through
automatically shaves
yards. (Shortening your
backswing does, too,
but it’s a hard move to
pull off consistently
because you can’t see
the clubhead.) The finish
positions at left are your
new cheat sheet to dialing in
any yardage with any wedge.

FINISH
HERE FOR

 MAX
WEDGE
POWER

FINISH
HERE FOR

 60%
WEDGE
POWER

FINISH
HERE FOR

 70%
WEDGE
POWER

FINISH
HERE FOR

 80%
WEDGE
POWER

FINISH
HERE FOR

 90%
WEDGE
POWER

Eric Johnson, Nemacolin Woodlands Resort, Farmington, Pa.
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GET UP & DOWN

STROKE SAVER
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FITNESS+NUTRITION

COLD,
PLAY
For some Tour
pros, experiencing
freezing temps is a
key to staying hot

COOL CUSTOMER
Spieth (inset) had a
cryotherapy session after
his U.S. Open win last year.

OCTOBER 2016 GOLF.COM  57

If your favorite Tour pro gives you
the cold shoulder, now you’ll know why.
Whole-body cryotherapy—brief exposure
in a nitrogen vapor-filled chamber to
temperatures exceeding –200° F—
is gaining popularity on Tour.

Several top pros have taken the
deep freeze, including Jordan Spieth
(inset, right), Rickie Fowler, Zach Johnson
and Padraig Harrington. Why? The promise
of a faster post-workout recovery, higher
energy levels and better sleep.

Top 100 Teacher Scott Munroe is a
convert. “Cryotherapy tricks the body into
thinking it’s freezing,” Munroe says. “The
brain releases endorphins, and the immune
system gets a boost,” adding that sore
muscles bounce back faster. Considering
the gym time and air miles logged by the
pros—not to mention countless golf
swings—faster recovery is a big benefit.

“It’s an important part of my players’
recovery programs,” says Troy Van Biezen,
a chiropractor at Dallas-based ChiroSports
Specialists. Van Biezen has guided Spieth,
Fowler and Johnson through cryotherapy
sessions in the Impact Cryosauna he
has in his office. “Treatment reduces
inflammation that can occur from
repetitive trauma or an acute injury.”

It gets really cold in the chamber—about
twice as chilly as the lowest temperature ever
recorded on Earth, in Antarctica—so three
minutes is the maximum amount of time
recommended for treatment. And there are
potential health risks to consider, so consult
your physician before trying the big chill.

But if your doctor gives you the okay,
who knows—putting your swing on ice just
might be the thing that heats up your game.        

Visit impactcryo.com for more information.
—Michael Chwasky

Performance
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Can Captain Love’s
veteran team (DJ! Bubba!)

finally reclaim the
Ryder Cup? Or will a

talented but largely untested
European squad wreak
havoc in the heartland

and pull off another upset?
One thing’s for sure:

When it comes to
high drama, this

Cup runneth over.H
A
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ES

MAKE
TEAM
USA

GREAT
AGAIN!
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BY DAVIS LOVE III
Portrait by MICHAEL LEBRECHT II

CUP
DAVIS
THE

For Captain Love, who oversaw Team USA’s
heartbreaking loss at Medinah, the 2016

Ryder Cup is a chance for redemption. Here,
in his own words, the 21-time Tour winner

opens up about Tiger’s role as a vice captain,
lessons learned in that 2012 loss, and why,

at 52, he can still play with the young guns.
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WHAT THE CUP
MEANS TO ME

The Ryder Cup has defined my career
as much as anything. It’s been a good
career: one PGA Championship, two wins
in the Players, 18 other Tour victories, the
Presidents Cup as a player and an assistant
captain. But the thing I get asked about the
most is being involved in the Ryder Cup, as
a player, an assistant captain and a captain.

I often think ahead to the 2016 Ryder
Cup. What role will my assistant captains
play in the team room? Can Jordan Spieth,
as young as he is, be a team leader? Are we
doing the things we need to do to make the
American team successful, not just this year
but for the next 10, 20 years? That’s the goal.

:::: D AD AAAAAAAA V IV IV IV IV IV IVV IVV IVV I SSSSSSSSSSS L OL O V EV E IIIIIIIIIIIIIII I II II II II IIIIII IIIII :::::::::::::::::::::::::::

 T
IGER STEPS UP
Some people were surprised when Tiger
was announced as one of my vice cap-

tains 11 months ahead of this year’s Ryder Cup.
But those people don’t know Tiger. Not many
do. I’ve been around him a lot, going back to
his amateur days, when we were both taking
lessons from Butch Harmon. But it’s been in
the past four years, since the 2012 Ryder Cup,
that we’ve really built a trusting friendship, in
large part because of all the Ryder Cup work
we’ve done together.

Tiger likes being part of the team. He wants
to be a Ryder Cup captain himself one day, and
I’m sure he will be a great one. But what’s clear
is that he’s ready for another phase of his ca-
reer. All the greats have had a transition pe-
riod from world-beater to elder statesman. He
knows that that day is coming.

For years Tiger has played everything so

close to the vest, but in our Ryder Cup meet-
ings—along with Phil Mickelson and my other
vice captains Steve Stricker, Jim Furyk and
Tom Lehman—Tiger has shared thoughts and
observations in ways he has not before. He’s
helped us become more focused on how to get
our 2016 team prepared, to come together. He
has so much drive and desire. Can you imag-
ine him saying a few words to inspire the team
on Saturday night? I’m blessed to have Tiger,
Steve, Jim and Tom by my side as I prepare for
the Ryder Cup.

 A
STRONGER VOICE
The biggest difference between my 2012
and 2016 teams? More than ever, the PGA

of America is giving the players a voice in the
Ryder Cup, and we’re truly working together—
for this year and for every Ryder Cup to come.

Two words keep coming to mind: continuity
and consistency. We’re trying to develop some-
thing the next captain can take and build on. In
2012, I had this massive binder from the PGA; it
was like an owner’s manual. It could have been
labeled, “How We Do the Ryder Cup.” I remem-
ber telling a friend, “I’m overwhelmed by this
thing.” Now we’re making our own binder, with
all sorts of input from guys like Tiger, Phil and
Steve. And it will get handed down.

 C
ONTROL WHAT YOU CAN
We’re less bound by tradition now. You
have to be prepared for situations that you

can’t possibly predict. Paul Azinger dealt with
that a lot when he was captain, in 2008. He told
me recently, “Control what you can control, let
go of the rest.” I don’t know if I would have really
understood that in 2012. I do now.

 W
E TRULY ARE TEAM USA
I’m not promising a win. I am prom-
ising that we’ll play as a team, and

we’re going to give it everything we have. As
individuals, we’re good at golf. We know a lot
about the game and how to play it. As a group,
we know even more. Teams share. We’re shar-
ing. My phone is blowing up every day: Tiger,
Phil, Jimmy Walker, Brooks Koepka. It gives me
goose bumps just thinking about it.

 D
REAMS OF MY YOUTH
I’m not a person who looks back very
much, but I do remember the summer of

1974. My father, a teaching pro and a good play-
er, was in the PGA Championship. I went with
him. I saw Sam Snead, Jack Nicklaus, Arnold
Palmer. I was 10. I told my father that this is what
I wanted to do, play the “pro circuit.” That was
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“Tiger wants to be a Ryder
Cup captain one day, and
I think he’ll be a good one.”

“Can you imagine
Tiger saying a few

words to inspire the
team on Saturday

night? I’m blessed to
have him as I prepare

for the Ryder Cup.”

the phrase then. My first year on Tour was ’86,
so this is my 31st year at it. I never would have
guessed it could have lasted so long.

 A
‘TRIP’ TO REMEMBER
Some say I underachieved as a player.
There are days I agree with that, and

other days—especially when I can barely move
my neck—that I don’t. People can say what
they want. That’s a fan’s right. If you don’t
like what’s being said, it’s the athlete’s re-
sponsibility to change things. There are times
I could have worked harder. But I always tried

to balance being a husband, son, father and
friend alongside my career. Ultimately, a pro-
fessional golfer has to answer only to himself.

I once went heli-skiing with my son, Dru,
the week before Kapalua. Snowboarding by
way of helicopter! It was epic snow conditions
with great friends, and we had one of our best
father-son times ever. If I had spent that time
practicing, could I have improved my T29 fin-
ish at Kapalua by 10 spots? Maybe. Would it
have been worth it? No.

My family and some friends call me “Trip,”
a reference to the triple at the end of my name.

Well, the whole thing has been a long and
interesting trip, starting at that 1974 PGA.
Would I change some things? Of course. I
three-putted the last hole of the 1996 U.S.
Open and finished a shot behind the winner,
Steve Jones. There have been other near miss-
es. There was the time I hit my ball with my
putter during a practice stroke. Strange things
happen in golf. But when I take it all togeth-
er, it’s been a great, wonderful ride. It’s been
more than I could ever have hoped for.

 R
EMEMBERING PAYNE
I started to grow in my Christian faith
after Payne Stewart’s death in a tragic

accident in a small private plane in 1999, just
weeks after the Ryder Cup we won at Brook-
line. My father had died in a small private
plane crash in 1988. I never really knew Payne
that well. He was outgoing and fun-loving.
He was the life of the party. But it was only in
the last part of his life that he found God. He
won that ’99 U.S. Open over Phil, and three
months later he was such a leader at the Ryder
Cup. He was so dynamic, and seemed happy
and content. And then he was gone.

I flew to his funeral with Tiger, in a small
private plane. I’m in those planes all the time.
At the funeral, Paul Azinger said, “We aren’t
in the land of the living going to the land of the
dying. We’re in the land of the dying going to
the land of the living.” From then on I’ve tried
to commit myself to just being a better hus-
band, father, son, friend. A stronger Christian.
It’s been gradual, and I know I’m not perfect,
and neither is anybody else. What I’m trying
to do is improve. I’m thankful that I came to
see God’s grace and good news through Payne.

 A
TRUE IMPACT PLAYER
Through my father, and because I
started playing high-level golf at a

young age, I got to meet just about everybody.
Harvey Penick. Sam Snead. Byron Nelson. I
played for Jack Nicklaus and Arnold Palmer
on Presidents Cup teams. I was able to get to
know Raymond Floyd, Hale Irwin, Tom Wat-
son, Ben Crenshaw, Greg Norman, Seve Ball-
esteros, Nick Faldo, Vijay Singh, Phil Mickel-
son. But of all the legends and Hall of Famers
I’ve spent time with, the one who had the big-
gest impact on me was Tom Kite.

Tom and I were opposites in many ways.
I was long off the tee and crooked with my
9-iron. He was short off the tee and deadly
with his 9-iron. He lived to beat balls on the
range. I used it as a place to talk with Fred
Couples about last night’s hockey game.
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So why does Tom stand out? Because he was
a pro’s pro. He did everything the right way:
his respect for the rule book, for his playing
partners, for fans, for sponsors. He took me
under his wing when I turned pro. He said to
my father, “I’ll play practice rounds with Da-
vis, but he’d better be ready to work.” I can’t
say I worked as hard as he did—I don’t know if
my body would have allowed me to. But I can
say, in terms of being a professional, that I’ve
tried to be like Tom Kite.

 I
CAN STILL PLAY WITH
THE YOUNG GUYS
Give me a good week of putting and I can

still win on Tour. Thinking it is one thing, and
doing it is another. At the Wyndham Cham-
pionship last year, I had a good putting week,
and I won. I want to play the regular Tour for
as long as I can. And that’s probably not going
to be too much longer. My poor golf has never
been worse. In the 1990s, I could play poorly
and finish 20th. If I play poorly now, there’s no
way I make the cut.

The big difference these days is that the stats
tell me what to work on. My son, Dru, will say,
“Do you know where you rank from 60 to 100
yards?” It’s awful, but now I can pin down ex-
actly where the problem is and address it in ways
I couldn’t when I started out.

 Y
OUR MIND MATTERS
After 30 years, you have to keep things
fresh. Sports psychologist Bob Rotella

has been helping me for more than 25 years.
Here are his two big ones: “Stay in the mo-
ment.” “It’s the process, not the result.” He
likes to say, “Davis, I’ve read all the psychology
books so you don’t have to.”

You need mental tricks in this game. Today,
you can have a Thursday afternoon tee time
and be seven back before you hit a shot—and
now the wind’s coming up, and the greens are
bumpy. You have to block that out and go and
make the best score you can. They don’t hand
out trophies on Thursday, but it’s harder than
ever to get in a positive mindset and keep it
going for four days. Your mind has to be your
friend, not your enemy.

People watch Jordan Spieth in practice
rounds and might say, “He’s not hitting it
too good.” My response is always: “Let’s talk
Sunday night. How strong is his mind? How
intense is his desire to get the ball in the hole?”
We’ve seen Phil on 18 at Augusta with a putt
to win, with every eye on him. He wants to

be there. He wants that putt. You can say you
want it, but truly wanting it is another thing.
I wish I could say I wanted it as much as Phil
still does, but you can’t be someone you’re not.
What you can do is try to improve. Golf isn’t
life, but there’s a lot of overlap.

 M
Y PARENTS ARE
ALWAYS  WITH ME
My mother, Penta Love, had a stroke

last fall. She lives near me in Sea Island, Geor-
gia, and was doing rehab at a hospital in Jack-
sonville. So I would drive the 75 minutes to see
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her. Those drives and visits gave me time just to
think, which I usually don’t have a chance to do.
My dad taught me the swing. I have his name—
he’s always there in my golf. But my mom had
that feisty, competitive spirit. She would have
been a great Ryder Cupper. My competitive
spirit is from her. She’s ornery. It’s what makes
my mom who she is. In public, I try to hide that
side of myself. But I know it’s there.

She’s in her 80s. It’s been hard to watch her
struggle with her health. One thing I know is that
I played a lot of my golf for parental approval. I
don’t know if that’s a good or not, but it’s true. I
can’t imagine that there’s anything wrong with
that. My family has always been my highest pri-
ority. If somebody wants to get on Twitter and
say, “What an underachiever!”, go right ahead.
I’m happy where I am. I’m 52, my wife, Robin,
and I have been married for 31 years, we have two
wonderful children, and last year, we became
grandparents. Yes, I’m a grandfather.

But that doesn’t mean I’m ready for the senior
tour quite yet. 
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“People watch Spieth
practice and say, ‘He’s
not hitting it good.’ My
response is, ‘Let's talk
Sunday night. How
strong is his mind?’ ”
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ANNY WILLETT
Age: 28

ationality: English
Accomplishments:
2016 Masters champ
S rengths: When he’s
o  a roll, he can beat

a h evident not just at
Augusta but at the 2015 WGC-Dell
Match Play, where Willett bested
match-play specialist Patrick Reed
on the way to a third-place finish.
Weaknesses: Willett’s fragile back
has knocked him out of tournaments,
and at Oakmont he was well irritated
when the USGA did not allow players
to warm up after a U.S. Open rain delay.
Key stat: In Europe, he’s 12th in putts
per green in regulation.

CHRIS WOOD
Age: 28

ationality: English
ccomplishments:
on the BMW PGA

Championship in May.
ok two of three

m h h lp urope win the Ryder
Cup–style EurAsia Cup earlier this year.
Strengths: At six feet, six inches tall,
he towers over the competition.
Weaknesses: He looked to be on the
cusp of a big career after his star turn
as an amateur at the 2008 British Open,
but his pro results have been lackluster.
Key stat: His Race to Dubai number is
trending in the right direction, going
from 64 in 2014 to 17 last year to 7
through early August.

ANDY SULLIVAN
Age: 29

ationality: English
ccomplishments:
hree victories on

t e European Tour
rengths: He’s a main-

y p of almost every field
“Andy Sullivan is incredibly motivated
about playing in the Cup,” says Olympic
gold medalist Justin Rose, a shoo-in to
make the team. “He has a lot of confi-
dence and a bit of strut in his step.”
Weaknesses: Most of the Euro rookies,
Sullivan included, aren’t long off the tee.
Key stat: Midway through the
summer, Sullivan was winless in 2016
and averaging more than a stroke per
round higher than he did last year.

AFAEL
CABRERA BELLO
Age: 32

ationality: Spanish
Accomplishments:

abrera Bello took
h rd at this year’s

W Play and fourth at
the Shell Houston Open, after which
he accepted special temporary
playing status on the PGA Tour.
Strengths: He can get the ball
in the hole—he ranks seventh
in stroke average in Europe.
Weaknesses: A big hitter he’s
not. Also, the Spaniard hasn’t
gotten much done in the majors.  
Key stat: He’s an impressive seventh
in GIR when playing in Europe.

SHANE LOWRY
Age: 29

ationality: Irish
Accomplishments:
Won the 2015 WGC-

dgestone Invitational.
rengths: Short

g y rds and in, Lowry has
perhaps the softest hands in Europe.
A solid match-play competitor, he
defeated Rory McIlroy in the opening
round of the 2013 WGC-Match Play.
Weaknesses: Mental game. Lowry is
one of Europe’s best young players,
but at times he doesn’t seem to trust it.
Key stat: He ranked a surprisingly
low 97th in Strokes Gained putting on
the PGA Tour after missed cuts at the
British Open and PGA Championship.

MATTHEW
TZPATRICK

Age: 22
ationality: English

Accomplishments:
The 2013 U.S. Amateur
c ampion and former

k d ateur in the world,
Fitzpatrick got his first pro win at
the 2015 British Masters at Woburn.
Strengths: “I can see him playing
the Luke Donald role, in the sense
of being a very accurate player
and a great putter,” Rose says.
Weaknesses: Fitzpatrick still looks
like he’s about 16, and that noticeable
lack of seasoning has a way of being
extra noticeable at the Ryder Cup.
Key stat: He’s 12th in greens in
regulation on the European Tour.

And Euro
Name Is...?
This year, Team Europe will replace its
familiar assassins (Poulter!) with some
fresh-faced, would-be Yankee-killers
Ian Poulter will sit this one out with an
injury. To compete, Lee Westwood will
probably need to be a captain’s pick of
old pal Darren Clarke. And players like
Luke Donald and Padraig Harrington
may be too far off form to get the nod.
Team Europe will be vastly different
from the outfit that beat the U.S. in six
of the last seven Ryder Cups.

“Both teams are different looking,”
says Poulter, who will serve as one of
Clarke’s vice-captains at Hazeltine. “It’s
a younger wave of players. Europe will
have quite a few rookies, and the U.S.
team is also going to be fairly young. I
wouldn’t say that one team is clearly
stronger than the other.”

But who are these guys? Herewith,
Team Europe’s new crop of stars:
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CHANGING
COURSE

When Hazeltine National
hosted the U.S. Open in 1970,

it was called “a cow pasture.”
Subsequent reworkings by

original architect Robert Trent
Jones Sr., and more recently by
his son Rees, have drawn raves

from players and designers. Now
comes a new test: the Ryder Cup.

S
ome golf courses are born great. Others have
greatness thrust upon them. Still others must
weather storms of vitriolic criticism and
endless design tweaks to finally find their place
in the pantheon of top tournament tracks.

Put Hazeltine National Golf Club—which will host this
month’s Ryder Cup—in the third camp. Few tracks have
endured such a difficult journey to earn respect.

The 1970 U.S. Open at Hazeltine, just eight years old at
the time, inspired more wisecracks and grievances than
any course in memory. Jack Nicklaus, of all people, ignited

BY JOE PASSOV
Photograph by GARY KELLNER/PGA

OF AMERICA VIA GETTY IMAGES
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Par-4 16th
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the criticism with a preview piece he penned
for Sports Illustrated, stating that Hazeltine
“lacked definition” and was riddled with blind
shots. Things soon got worse for the course, its
architect, Robert Trent Jones Sr., and the USGA.
“Jones has so many doglegs on this course, he
must have laid it out in a kennel,” cracked Bob
Rosburg, one of many pros at the time slinging
caustic barbs.

It didn’t help matters that the wind blew
freakishly hard in the first round, sending
scores soaring. Tony Jacklin, then the reigning
British Open champ, was the only man to match
or beat par, with a one-under 71. The Big Three
of Nicklaus, Arnold Palmer and Gary Player
shot 81, 79 and 80, respectively.

Still, the most pointed comments emerged
after Round 2, during a press conference with
journeyman Tour pro Dave Hill. Following his
critical remarks after the first round, Hill was
breathing fire on Day 2. He was asked what the
course lacked. “Eighty acres of corn and a few
cows,” he said. “They ruined a good farm when
they built this course.” What could be done to
improve it? “Plow it up and start over again,”
Hill said. 

Since that wild U.S. Open 46 years ago,
major and minor changes have defined the
design at Hazeltine. Trent Jones Sr.’s son Rees,
whose firm has carried out all design tweaks at
Hazeltine since 1987, told us recently that the

definition and dogleg issues that plagued the
course in its early days weren’t the fault of the
original design. “There wasn’t a lot of extra
money when the course was built [in the early
’60s],” said the younger Jones. “We regraded
every fairway and relocated many tee boxes
to improve visibility. We had to rethink every
hole in terms of bunker placement. We wanted
players to see the bunkers, so that they would
function as strategic elements. We added
mounds to give players a better sense of where
to aim. And then the trees finally matured.
Essentially, we’ve finished what my father
started, and time took care of the rest.”

The most dramatic alterations have occurred
at holes 16 and 17. In a 1978 Trent Jones Sr.
redesign, the old 16th—once a nondescript
par-3 notable only for overhanging tree limbs
that guarded the green—became Hazeltine’s
signature hole. It was transformed into a
fairly short, risk/reward par 4 edging Lake
Hazeltine, with a peninsula-style green that
jutted into the water. Son Rees further refined
the hole ahead of the 1991 U.S. Open by creating
a defined stream out of a drainage ditch on the
left side of the fairway, thus placing a further
premium on driving accuracy.

The old par-4 17th was converted to a par 3,
one that Steve Stricker has hailed as “the nicest
par 3 on the course.” Phil Mickelson calls it “the
most challenging green of the par 3s” and a
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Dense trees were
removed from this
area of the former
par 3 to make room
for new tees. RTJ used
the added grounds to
create a dramatic par 4.

Later, his son
Rees Jones ran
a creek up the
left side to place a
further premium on
precision off the tee.

Lake Hazeltine
was never in play.
Now, a peninsula
green makes
for treacherous
approaches.

THEN

NOW

In 1978, Robert Trent Jones turned a ho-hum
par 3 into the drama-filled, 402-yard signature hole



Par-3 17th
In place of an attractive but unpopular par 4 is
a 186-yard intimidator with all kinds of trouble

“very dramatic hole” as well, citing the hooked
tee shot that cost Scott Simpson the 1991 U.S.
Open. To accommodate crowds and maximize
drama, a temporary rerouting of Hazeltine
has been put in place for the Ryder Cup. That
includes the 17th, which will play as the eighth
hole in this Cup competition. Its green is
fronted by water and framed by four bunkers,
though its stiffest challenge comes from the
putting surface itself—the bowl-shaped front-
left quadrant is counterpointed by higher,
narrow shelves on the right of the green and
in the back.

In the Rees Jones renovation era, two other
reworked holes stand out. Prior to the ’91 Open,
the par-5 11th featured an almost completely
blind tee shot. To provide definition, Rees’s
team lowered the fairway and placed mounds
down the left side. They reconstructed bunkers
and yanked out trees to provide a fairer, cleaner
shot from the sand. They also added a cluster
of cross bunkers to menace the second shot,
and also rebunkered the entire green. A similar
transformation took place in 1997 at the par-5
15th, which will play as No. 6 in the Ryder Cup.
By shifting the tee box 100 yards to the right,
lowering the fairway and rebunkering the hole,
Rees added strategic elements where there had
been none.

Count Phil Mickelson as a fan. “The course is
wonderful,” Lefty said ahead of the 2002 PGA

Championship. “In 1970, when it received a
lot of criticism, the trees had not been planted,
[but] over the past 32 years [it] has matured into
one of the best golf courses in the country.”

Today, there’s little negativity attached to
Hazeltine National. It perennially ranks among
GOLF’s Top 100 Courses in the U.S., currently
holding the 84th spot.

U.S. Ryder Cup captain Davis Love, an
acclaimed architect in his own right, gives a
thumbs-up to the layout. “Although Hazeltine
is big and long, and looks like a PGA or U.S.
Open venue,” Love said in July, “it does have a
good variety of holes, some short, even drivable
par 4s, long, straight par 4s, and some doglegs
where you can risk cutting the corner. The par
5s are long, but there are many tee options for
variety, one with a lake, for risk/reward, which
will be No. 16, instead of No. 7, as members
play it. For match play, it won’t really favor
a certain style of play, but it will require our
pairings to have all the shots and to have a good
wedge game. Most importantly, the way [PGA
executive] Kerry Haigh has rerouted the course,
the fans will have plenty of room on most holes
on the front side and on all holes on the back to
see the action.”

There’s one thing we know from past
championships at Hazeltine: When the very
best players tee it up here, “action” is the
operative word. 
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Peril awaits from
the new tee boxes:
two ponds, four
bunkers and some
severe slopes.

Sometimes it’s
what you don’t
change. The
original 1962
green remains,
and has earned
the respect of
Phil Mickelson.

THEN

NOW

Says
Davis
Love,
“We’ll
need
all the
shots
and a
good
wedge
game.”
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Turn to Open

Special Section

The thrills
and chills that

define the
Ryder Cup are

partly rooted
in the way the

event is scored.
Match play

is golf’s most
exciting format.

On every hole,
you win, lose
or draw. Plus,

you battle
more than your

opponent—
you take on

the course, your
swing and your

emotions. To
achieve victory,

it takes good
shotmaking,

smart strategy
and inner steel.

Here’s how
to win every

 single match.
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3 Ignore Your
Opponent

4 Be a Man
With a Plan

2Show No
Mercy

1
In his 2016 U.S. Open
victory, Dustin Johnson
topped the field driving-
distance average by
30 yards. Expect more
tee-box fireworks from
D.J. at Hazeltine, and for
him to build on his career 3-1
singles record in international
match-play competition.

“Blasting it by the other guy
only gives you an advantage
in match play if it bothers
your opponent,” says Scott
Munroe (Boca Raton Resort,
Boca Raton, Fla.). “Don’t
worry—it’ll bother him.”

Pick up some yards right
now with D.J.’s signature
bowed left wrist (photos,
below). Bowing shuts the
face, so the ball can’t slice
and rob you of distance. “To
avoid hitting a hook, pair the
bow with a strong forward
weight shift on the way
down,” Munroe says.

If you get an early lead
on your opponent,
slap on the war
paint and finish
him—fast. “Fear the
wounded animal,”

says performance
psychologist Bhrett
McCabe, Ph.D. “Taking
a quick lead can loosen
up your opponent.
He knows it can’t get
worse. Your hot start
can put him in a better
competitive mindset.”
So stay aggressive.
Keep doing what gave
you that lead. Put
him in his place, and
eventually, he’ll fold.

Pay your opponent

little attention. Focusing

on his game only makes

it harder to concentrate

on your own. “We teach

players to be indifferent,”

says Jamie Mulligan

(Virginia C.C., Long Beach,

Calif.). “If your opponent

sinks a 50-footer,

big deal. You can only

win holes with your

swings, not his.”

Before you hit your first

practice ball, you should

know which holes you’ll hit

driver on, which pins you

will and won’t go after,

and the trouble spots

to avoid. The better your

plan for the course—

and the better you

stick to it—the more

competitive and less

distracted you’ll be.

Play your game.

Drive
It Like
Dustin

Yawn.

“Yes!”
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9 Set the
Pace...

6 Don’t Get
Suckered

10 ...but Don’t
Get Slow-Played

8 Sprint Out
of the Blocks

7

5
The average 5- to 15-handicap gets
up-and-down from a greenside
bunker less than 20 percent of the
time. Those are bad odds under any
conditions, let alone the pressure-
cooker of match play. “Find the
sand, lose the hole,” says Munroe.
“To buck the trend, spend time
in the practice bunker the week
leading up to a match.” When
you thump it to inches from
that 6-foot-deep trap,
you won’t just salvage a
halve—you’ll crush the
other guy’s spirits.

“Courses love sticking pins
in tough spots on match-play
days,” says V.J. Trolio (Old
Waverly G.C., West Point,
Miss.). “Favor the center of the
green and lean on your putter.”
Got a balky flatstick? Consider
laying up. “Play to your sand-
wedge range if you can’t get
home in regulation,” advises
Trolio. “The higher the loft, the
easier it is to attack tight pins.

Your opponent may try to disrupt your
normal pace of play by slowing his

game to a crawl. The moment
you sense it, call him on

it. Better yet, if you’re
in a competition, ask
an official to put your

group on the clock.
That will shake his

nerves. “Match play isn’t
a popularity contest,”

Trolio says. “It’s okay to
ruffle some feathers on

your way to victory.”

Some golfers tend to get

careless on the first few

holes of a match. Hey, we

get it. There’s lots of golf

to play, and back-nine

heroics are part of the

Ryder Cup. But it’s harder

to make up for lost holes

than it is to climb up a

traditional leaderboard.

Unlike stroke play, where

carding birdie gives you

a three-stroke jump on

the guy who made

double-bogey, match

play rewards you with

a single hole. Savvy

golfers understand that

the value of winning the

first two holes is exactly

the same as winning the

last two. This doesn’t give

you the green light to

blast driver off the deck in

the first fairway in order

to play well out of the

gate. Simply execute

your plan (see No. 4),

and don’t wait for the

seventh hole to do it.

Hoping your opponent chokes a 3-footer

or rope-hooks one into the trees is a

fool’s game. “Hope, for all its positive

connotations, is based in fear and

accepting that you’ve lost control,”

McCabe says. “It’s the opposite of

belief.” The smart strategy? Build  a

plan that assumes your opponent pulls

off every shot. You’ll strengthen your

mind and never feel disappointed.

Be Mentally
Bullet-Proof

Up Your
Sand Game

Every golfer
plays to the
beat of his
internal clock,
from the pace he
uses to walk between shots
to the timing of his pre-shot routine.
“Disrupt your opponent’s natural
rhythm by playing noticeably slower
or faster than him,” says Bill Moretti
(Austin G.C., Austin, Texas). “When
he starts taking two practice swings
instead of his normal three, or
rushing his reads, it’s working.”



YOUR
BALL
HERE

Take a Concession Stand12

13

11
Stay positive. It keeps you focused on your plan and
sends the message that you’re the one controlling the
match. Do it with body language: Stand tall, keep your
head up, add some pep to your step and a tune to your lips.
It’s not just feel-good mumbo-jumbo. Harvard psychologist
Amy J.C. Cuddy’s research on posture suggests that positive
body projections can boost your testosterone levels by
20 percent. You feel powerful, so you act powerful! Other
studies show that the simple act of smiling creates chemical
reactions in the brain similar to those connected with feelings
of enjoyment, which helps you shrug off doubt and heighten
confidence. And a confident golfer is a dangerous golfer.

Any good match-play strategy starts with finding fairways.
The straighter you drive it, the more you force your opponent
to do the same. Suddenly, he’ll start “steering” the ball, which
rarely works. “If driver isn’t the most accurate club in your bag,
don’t use it,” Munroe says. “Opt for a 3-wood, or try a 2-wood
head with a driver-length shaft.” You’ll sacrifice some yards,
but you’ll still have a chance to hit greens in regulation, which
may not be possible from the rough. “Don’t stress if your
opponent drives it past you,” Munroe adds. “That just
means you have an opportunity to be the first one on
the green, putting pressure back on your opponent.”

In the days before your
match, envision the
situations when you’ll
concede putts and when
you won’t. One time-
tested strategy? Concede
anything inside the
leather early in the match,
then force your rival to
putt out from similar
distances down the
stretch. This keeps him
from gaining confidence
on short putts early on,
and your sudden lack of

generosity may affect
his nerves enough to
make him miss a gimme.

Another tactic:
Concede nothing.
Force him to putt every
ball, even tap-ins. This
will grind on him like
80-grit sandpaper.
And if he has the same
strategy in mind for
you, thwart his plan by
always marking your ball,
assuming you’ll have
to putt everything.

Keep It
In the
Short Stuff

Put On
a Happy

Face
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14 Run
Silent...

16
The two-time Masters
champ enters the 2016
Ryder Cup ranked 172nd on
Tour in driving accuracy...
ouch. But before you lay
bets against him, consider
that he hits almost 70
percent of his greens,
good for 17th. His knack
for turning wayward drives
into birdie putts should
prove to be a nightmare
for the European team.

“Things won’t always
go as planned,” says Jim
Murphy (Sugar Creek G.C.,
Sugar Land, Texas). “You’ll
miss shots. How you recover
from misses will go a long
way toward determining the
outcome of your match.”

Bubba can seemingly
will the ball onto the green
following a bad drive.
And you can do the same.
“Have two rescue shots
in your bag,” Murphy
suggests. “Learn how
to punch it through
trees with a mid-iron,
and take a lesson in
escaping fairway bunkers.”
Nailing these common
get-out-of-jail shots will
keep you in every hole,
no matter how wild
you get off the tee.

You tend to chat

during a friendly round,

but match play isn’t the

time for banter. Keep your

lips sealed, and focus

on each shot one at a

time. “Winning at match

play is about managing

the course,” says Carol

Preisinger (Kiawah Club,

Kiawah Island, S.C.).

“Play to your index,

and you’ll probably win.

It should almost feel

like your opponent

isn’t even there.”

It’s possible to psych-out

the other guy with a few

choice words. “Cagey

match-play golfers know

how to subtly instill doubt

in their opponent,” says

Krista Hall (Berkeley Hall,

Bluffton, S.C.). Two of our

favorite verbal darts: “I

didn’t know you hooked

the ball” and “These

greens run faster than

they look, don’t they?”

Your opponent will be

in his head, and toast

before the turn.

Be Like Bubba

15 ...or Run
Your Mouth
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17 Mind
the Card

20 Kill It from
Short Range

If you get strokes in your

match, note where they

fall on the card. If they

come early in the round,

you can play cautiously at

the outset—a few solid pars

will help you build a quick

lead. Knowing where your

opponent will get strokes

is just as critical to your

success. If he gets strokes

early on, consider a more

aggressive approach (hit

driver on tight holes, go

after sucker pins, go

for that par 5 in two).

You want to avoid

having to play catch up

early in your match.

18
19

Some days you’ll get an
opponent who’s more talented
than you. He’ll split fairways and
pound greens, baiting you into
shots beyond your skill set.
If you play his game, you’ll lose.

“Golfers who tank matches
often talk about how great their
opponent played,” McCabe
says. “In hindsight, all he did
was capitalize on your mistakes—
errors that resulted from you
trying to hit shots you had
no business attempting.”

As an underdog, it’s even more
important to play the course, not
the man. “If your opponent beats
you, fine,” adds McCabe. “But
don’t make it easy for him.”

When forced to putt from
a few feet out, you’ve got
to can it. Not only does
missing short putts gift-
wrap holes for the other
side, it gnaws away at your
confidence to the point
where even tap-ins make
your knees knock. “Just
before you tee off, hammer
in putts from one, two and
three feet,” Munroe says.
“Rattle the back of the cup.
Seeing the ball go in is a
huge confidence boost.
You’ll need that swagger
when it counts for real.”

From the 1991 U.S. Junior Amateur through the 2013 Presidents
Cup, Tiger Woods amassed a 92-19-2 record in singles match
play. “Tiger was the best at making something out of nothing
around the green, which crushed his opponents,” says Mike
Adams (Medalist Club, Hobe Sound, Fla.). Be like classic Tiger:
Don’t try to chip it close—try to chip it in. “Take practice swings
with your wedge while looking at the hole to get a feel for distance
and speed, just as you do when taking practice strokes with your
putter. You expect putts to go in. Why not your chips, too?”

Don’t Take
the Bait

Get the Eye of Tiger
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ATTACK
THE FLAG

Today’s irons
(and long-iron
replacements)
give you more
pop, forgiveness
and control
than ever
by Alana Johnson

PING iBLADE

$1,200, steel; $1,300, graphite;

GOLF.com/ping

The understated iBlade packs serious
technology that makes it Ping’s most
workable and forgiving blade-style iron.
For starters, the 431 stainless steel face
is thinner, stronger and generates greater
rebound than the 17-4 stainless steel in the
S55 irons. With more elastomer behind the
face, you get a distinct softness at impact.
There’s help on misses, too—four more grams
in the toe helps boost MOI. In addition, the club
is easier to maneuver (metal was removed from
the sole near the heel), while added bounce in

the long and mid-irons (2° more in the 3- to
6-irons; 1° in the 7-iron) should allow heads

to glide through turf. The 3- to 9-irons are a
quarter inch longer than in the S55, with

stronger lofts in the 3- and 4-irons
and weaker ones in the 6 to 9,

for consistent distance gaps.

SRIXON Z 765

$1,100, steel;

GOLF.com/srixon

This model is part of a family
of forged carbon steel irons
that also includes the Z 565

and Z 965. They all have an
updated V.T. sole—more

relief in the toe and
heel than in previous
versions—for better
handling, a crisper feel
and more consistent
contact out of the
rough. The grooves are

also five percent larger
to help spin control.

The muscle-cavity Z 765
(pictured) has a compact

shape with a narrow sole
for 0- to 12-handicappers.

The muscleback Z 965
($1,100, steel) is a solid

choice for 6-handicappers
or better, and anyone up to a

bogey golfer can handle the
Z 565 ($1,100, steel; $1,200,
graphite). It has a thin, high-
strength steel face to boost
ball speeds, while tungsten toe
weighting in the 3- to 6-irons
improves head stability.
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MIZUNO JPX-900 TOUR

$1,200, steel or graphite; GOLF.com/mizuno

Mizuno is broadening the appeal of the game-
improvement JPX line by adding a Tour-level iron to
its new series, which includes the JPX-900 Forged
and JPX-900 Hot Metal. Forged from 1025E carbon
steel using the company’s “Grain Flow” process to enhance
responsiveness, the JPX-900 Tour has several features typical of a
better player’s club: a compact shape, traditional lofts, minimal offset
and a relatively narrow, tapered sole. What ties it to the JPX family? More
aggressive styling than an MP iron, as well as the stable “PowerFrame”
design that pushes mass to the corners of the cavity to help mitigate misses.
    In the market for more forgiveness? The JPX-900 Forged ($1,200, steel),
made from 1025E boron steel, has a wider pocket cavity that’s lower from heel
to toe than its predecessor (the JPX-850 Forged) to increase flex low on the face.
The JPX-900 Hot Metal ($900, steel) is made from a strong yet malleable chromium
alloy with a cup face, for players looking for max distance. The model generates
2 mph faster ball speed and a slightly steeper landing angle than the JPX-850.

CALLAWAY BIG BERTHA OS

$1,100, steel; $1,300, graphite;

GOLF.com/callaway

The newest Bertha has a cagelike structure
(similar to a hollow design) that eliminates metal
from specific areas inside the body. The strong,
light frame allows a 90-gram tungsten weight
to be placed low and in the center of the head,
which lowers the CG. As a result, the long irons
launch higher shots that carry farther than with
the current hollow-bodied Big Bertha. As the set
progresses to the short irons, additional mass
positioned slightly higher helps raise the CG for
a more penetrating flight. The OS also has an
upgraded face cup—this marks the third year
that Callaway's featured the technology in irons.
A thinner “hinge” along the perimeter of the
face cup leads to added face flex and more
ball speed than before. Plus, the topline
of the face cup is thicker than the
bottom, which means the fastest
part of the face is more in line
with where you typically
strike the ball.

CALLAWAY STEELHEAD XR

$800, steel; $1,000, graphite;

GOLF.com/callaway

What the Steelhead XR might lack in visual
flair is made up for with speed and power. An
updated face cup combines with improved welding
and manufacturing techniques to generate COR
numbers up to the USGA limit, which results in 2 mph
more ball speed over current XR irons. Meanwhile,
the CG is positioned dead center (heel to toe) to help
forgiveness, particularly on toe hits. Plus, the hollow
bore-through hosel, which was last seen in X-22 irons,
allows up to five grams to be repositioned toward the
toe, which boosts head stability. Finally, the CG is higher
in the short irons than where you normally impact the
ball for a lower, boring flight, and below impact in
the long irons for higher-launching approaches.
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SRIXON Z U65

$200; GOLF.com/srixon

This utility iron is a smart choice for skilled
players looking for a go-to club off the tee
and a workable weapon on long approach
shots. Fans of its predecessor, the Z U45,
will recognize the forged 1020 carbon-steel
body and thin, high-strength SUP10 steel
face. The hollow head is slightly larger
than the Z 565 iron, to help with launch
and MOI. Updates include the Miyazaki

Kaula graphite shaft and left-handed
options in 20° and 23° lofts.

TAYLORMADE M2 TOUR

$900, steel;

GOLF.com/taylormade

These sticks are for guys who don’t
hit it all that far but want better feel
and a more refined look than what a
typical distance iron provides. The M2
Tour has a thinner topline, less offset
and a narrower sole than the M2, plus
a standard hosel (rather than a fluted
one) to raise the CG. Key technologies
in line with the M2 include a variable-
thickness face, a 360° undercut
channel to increase trampoline effect
across the face, a cutout along the sole
to boost ball speeds on thin hits, and a
sound-dampening badge in the cavity.

COBRA KING UTILITY

$200; GOLF.com/cobra

For those looking for a 2- or 3-iron replacement, this
versatile utility iron offers loft adjustability between 18°
and 21°—eight settings, including three draw positions—
to dial in your preferred launch (and yardage) off the tee
or turf. The wide-soled iron features a thin, L-shaped 455
stainless steel face welded to the sole to increase flex and
ball speed. The hollow-body construction also has a 67-gram
tungsten weight low and back to increase launch and MOI.
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Callaway’s Big Bertha Fusion can
get your long game back on track
By Rob Sauerhaft

MASS
APPEAL

The mass saved
by using triaxial

carbon gets
repositioned
low and rear.

LOFTY AMBITION
The new Fusion is offered
in 9.5°, 10.5° and 13.5°
with the company’s
OptiFit adjustable loft
system (-1° to +2°).
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Wanted

Billed as the company’s most forgiving driver, the Big Bertha
Fusion features a carbon composite (called “triaxial carbon”) in the
crown and parts of the sole. This strong material is thinner and lighter
than the forged composite in previous Callaway drivers. The areas of
the head with triaxial carbon weigh 15 grams, whereas these same
sections would be 5 grams heavier using forged composite or 30
grams more with titanium. The discretionary mass gets shifted from
the crown and sole to the back, resulting in a 24 percent higher MOI
and a lower, deeper CG (for less spin) than the popular XR 16 driver.
    The new club also packs a punch. The Speed Step crown
design, which is borrowed from the XR 16, contributes to faster
head speeds through improved aerodynamics (less drag). And,
compared to the current Great Big Bertha, 20 percent more of the
Fusion face produces ball speeds within 3 mph of maximum output.
    For the first time, Callaway is offering shafts in two standard lengths,
44.5” or 45.5”, since some players are more consistent with a shorter
club while others can handle a longer one. The stock shafts are
Mitsubishi’s Diamana Red Board and UST Mamiya’s Recoil ES (the first
Recoil wood shaft). $399, starting Sept. 30. GOLF.com/callaway
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FANCY FOOT  
Why the right shoe
could grab you nine
more yards—today!
by Rob Sauerhaft

Conventional wisdom says that
the more rigid and stable your shoe
is, the greater the “ground force”
will be, and that this increased
force will lead to a more explosive
swing. Turns out, it’s not that
simple. FootJoy partnered with a
company called BodiTrak Sports
to measure thousands of golfers’
driver swings. (BodiTrak developed
a mat with force plates that records
how the body and feet interact
with the ground during the swing.)
Their study concluded that a third
of all golfers need a rigid shoe for
maximum ground reaction;
another third need more
mobility; and the
remaining third are
“dual” players who can
benefit from either
a stiff (“structured”)
model, such as the
FootJoy Icon Black, or a
more flexible (“mobile”)
one like the Freestyle.
In fact, having the proper
shoe type produces,
on average, a 3 mph increase
in swing speed, the equivalent
of nine yards with the driver.

The research project was a
precursor to something larger.
Starting September 1, FootJoy
began rolling out 200
Performance Fitting
Systems nationwide.
(Assuming the
system is well
received, more
units will follow.)
Each unit has a fitting
mat that records your
footwork at address, at the top of
the backswing and halfway down
on the through-swing. All you have FOOTJOY HYPERFLEX II

The upper takes on a
biomorphic pattern of

the foot to boost support.

FOOTJOY PRO/SL
A full-grain leather
upper keeps the foot
in place as you swing.
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WORK to do is make three swings
with a driver to reveal your
swing trace and whether a
structured or mobile shoe
is best for you. The data is
viewed instantly through
the fitting app on an iPad.
(FootJoy says four primary
factors determine how a
shoe stacks up: ground force,
forefoot flexibility, torsional
flexibility, and cushioning, as
measured by its durometer.)

FootJoy also debuted
two models—Pro/SL and
Hyperflex II—to coincide
with the system’s release.
The Pro/SL ($150), a structured
shoe with a spikeless design,
has a durable, waterproof
full-grain leather upper called
ChromoSkin, which provides
more medial and lateral
support than the DryJoys
Casual it replaces. The new
shoe employs the DryJoys
Casual’s midsole/outsole
unit, with a proprietary dual-
durometer construction (a
soft, cushioned inner layer and
a firmer outer one) for stability
and support around the foot.
TPU traction nubs integrated
into the outsole help ground
contact in various weather
conditions. Despite its
spikeless design, this one
has a relatively hard sole,
so it’s not meant to be
worn away from the course.

A new mobile model,
Hyperflex II ($160), has
an exoskeleton called
FlexGrid 3.0 for medial

lateral support during the
swing. The shoe also features

a waterproof mesh upper,
cushioned FTF (fine-tuned
foam) 2.0 midsole, and light
NEO outsole. According to
FootJoy, the original Hyperflex
was based on the Zakim
Bridge in Boston, where
trusses and cables intersect
to provide stability and
motion control. The Hyperflex
II mimics the tendons and
ligament structures of
the human foot, for more
flexibility and comfort.

FOOTJOY PRO/SL
Small nubs provide
traction in this
spikeless design.

FOOTJOY HYPERFLEX II
A cushioned midsole

and lightweight, flexible
outsole enhance comfort.



WARNING: PXG CLUBS ARE AMAZING BUT EXPENSIVE.
PXG clubs feature revolutionary USGA conforming technology (80 patents awarded), are made with the 

finest alloys and materials and are manufactured using a costly, sophisticated process only we would use.



Xtreme
Forgiveness

Forgiveness has never felt so good. Introducing the PXG 0311XF collection. 

Featuring PXG’s groundbreaking TPE Core Technology, these game improvement 

irons offer xtreme forgiveness and performance, while maintaining the 

irresistible look of a PXG blade.

Schedule a fitting at PXG.COM or call 888.FORE.PXG.
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Wrist &
Reward

Eight state-of-the-art watches that
give you stats and save you strokes

By Alana Johnson

Photographs:
BRIAN HENN

Stylist:
STELLA REY

BUSHNELL NEO ION

$175; bushnellgolf.com

The next-generation Neo iON
has a battery that goes three-plus
rounds between charges, as well
as an integrated pedometer to
track your steps on and off the
course. The odometer mode
records distance, duration
and average speed of
activity. A redesigned
silicone band—in
charcoal/orange
or black/green
(pictured)—
provides
a street-
ready look.

CALLAWAY GPSy

$180; callawaygolf.com

This sleek, lightweight unit features an odometer, shot distance
calculator, and the ability to enter your score, number of greens in
regulation and number of putts per round. A rechargeable lithium-ion
battery provides up to 12 hours of use in GPS mode at more than 30,000
courses worldwide. Color choices include black/gray and white/green.

GARMIN APPROACH X40

$250; garmin.com

This watch doubles as an activity tracker,
recording distance walked, calories burned,

and heart rate. The “Green View” function,
meanwhile, lets you see where pins are

located for more precise yardages. Plus,
a tracking component records shots;

the data can be sent via Bluetooth
to your phone to analyze

on Garmin’s Connect app.
The watch can also sync

to your phone—you’ll
receive alerts for

incoming texts,
e-mails and calls.

Available in black/
gray (left), white/
black, frost blue/

midnight blue.

Technology has completely
transformed what a golf watch
can do. Take devices with built-
in GPS and Bluetooth. Some
of these snazzy gadgets can
track your activity level—your
heart rate, the number of calo-
ries burned, etc.—on and off the
course. Others record your shot
data for post-round review, in
case you’re wondering what your
Strokes Gained putting numbers
look like. And they all offer yard-
ages to the front, back or middle
of any green. When it comes to
stroke-saving, high-tech wrist
wear, the future is now.
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GOLFBUDDY VOICE 2

$130; golfbuddyglobal.com

The water-resistant, second-
generation Voice 2 has more
battery life (14 hours) than
before. Tap the main button to
hear the distance to the middle
of the green, or hold it down
for the yardage to the front and
back. The screen displays all
three yardages and shows
the shape of the green.
Clip it to your hat, pocket,
belt, or wristband (sold
separately, $25). Comes in
blue/white or rose/white.

MICROSOFT BAND 2

$175; microsoft.com

The updated activity
tracker has a durable glass
screen that’s more curved
for a better fit. Plug in your
course to get yardages,
while sensors track shots,
steps, heart rate and burned
calories. TaylorMade’s
MyRoundPro provides stats
like Strokes Gained, proximity
to hole and fairways hit.
The new Tournament Mode
makes it legal for competitive
play (the band records shot
data without displaying
yardages.) And it connects
to your phone so you’ll
get notifications for
calls, texts and e-mails.

TOMTOM GOLFER 2

$250; tomtom.com

Meet the slimmed down successor to the Golfer. It supplies graphics and
yardages to greens and hazards and tracks your shots, the distance you’ve
traveled and the length of your round. Sync the watch to your smartphone and
analyze your play on the company’s MySports app. A rechargeable battery provides
up to 11 hours of use in GPS mode. The wristband (gray or black) comes in two sizes.

PRECISION PRO

GPS GOLF BAND

$180; precisionprogolf.com

When you swing, you’ll barely feel
this flexible, one-ounce waterproof
silicone band. Features include an

odometer, shot-distance calculator
and automatic course-recognition
and hole-advancement functions.

Available in midnight blue or
white, you get eight hours of

battery life in GPS mode.

TLINK

$99; golftlink.com

Weighing just an ounce,
this Bluetooth-enabled

device pairs with the
TLink app on your

smartphone for instant
yardages. It’s also a

pedometer, tracking
steps, calories burned,

and distance walked
on or off the course.

Enter scores, putts, and
greens and fairways hit

for post-round review.
(Stat tracking is $1/round,

$5/month, or $30/year.)
The TLink comes with a

white or black wristband
and a belt clip. Red, blue,

and pink wristbands
are sold separately

($15 apiece or
$30 for all three).
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Where The Game Meets The Good Life
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Up for
        the   Cup

For golfers who savor Top 100 courses, pampering
service and electrifying history, a quartet of America’s
premier resorts offer you the chance to relive Ryder
Cup showdowns of the past. The next best thing
to being there for chants of “U-S-A, U-S-A!” is going
there and creating magic memories of your own.
So bring your A-game—and the bubbly.

By Joe Passov

In 1991, Team USA
made a big splash
at Kiawah. Left to
right: Mark O’Meara,
Dave Stockton,
Payne Stewart
and Corey Pavin.
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1991 Ryder Cup
KIAWAH ISLAND
GOLF RESORT
Kiawah Island, S.C.
kiawahresort.com

Play: Home to the legendary “War
by the Shore” Ryder Cup matches of
1991, the Ocean Course at Kiawah is a
beautiful brute—a muscular coastal Pete
Dye design that offers sea breezes, sea
views and seasickness when it’s played
from the 7,356-yard tips (which can be
stretched out an additional 500 yards
for Tour pros and masochists). When it
debuted just prior to the ’91 Ryder Cup,
Raymond Floyd speculated that no
one would break 80 if the course were
hosting a stroke-play event. Dye has
since softened it twice (witness Rory
McIlroy’s 13-under-par total in winning
the 2012 PGA Championship), but it
still sports a lethal blend of tidal-marsh
carries, scrub-topped dunes and well-
protected, topsy-turvy greens.
Replay: Feel the Bern on the 18th
green—for Bernhard Langer. It was
there in ’91 that Langer faced one of
the most pressure-packed putts in golf
history, a six-footer for par that would
have sealed his victory over Hale Irwin
in their singles match and secured the
Ryder Cup for the Europeans. With
spike marks in his line, Langer stroked
the putt firmly toward the left-center
of the hole, but it barely missed to the
right. One of the most iconic images
in the sport is Langer’s anguished
reaction as the putt slid by—and
America walked away winners.

Stay: This 10,000-acre resort serves
up 10 miles of private beach, 30 miles
of forested paths and the Sanctuary
Hotel. Additional highlights at this GOLF
magazine Platinum Medal–winning
property include an oceanfront setting,
five sublime courses, a lavish spa and
curving lobby staircases that evoke
Gone With the Wind grandeur.
Taste: At the Ocean Course clubhouse,
massive picture windows in the Ryder
Cup Bar overlook the 18th green and the
Atlantic. The bar also features a trove
of Ryder Cup memorabilia and a wrap-
around veranda perfect for sea-gazing
and toasting to the good life, with a
Palmetto Pale Ale or a Sweet-Tea Mojito.

1951 Ryder Cup
PINEHURST RESORT
Pinehurst, N.C.
pinehurst.com

Play: Dating to 1907, the Donald Ross
masterpiece known simply as “No. 2”
wound back the clock prior to the 2014
U.S. Open. A Bill Coore/Ben Crenshaw
restoration returned the course to
its mid-century heyday, swapping
out wall-to-wall sod for tawny-edged
fairways framed by hardpan and native
rough. Mostly untouched were Ross’s
ingeniously (some would say fiendishly)
contoured greens. These turtleback
putting surfaces and closely mown
surrounds make Pinehurst No. 2 the

fiercest test of chipping in the biz.
Replay: Every visitor is compelled to
replicate Payne Stewart’s indelible fist-
pump, when the Knickered One thrust
his right arm skyward after draining a
20-footer to capture the 1999 U.S. Open.
A full-sized bronze of Stewart in that
exalted pose is positioned adjacent to
the 18th green. For Ryder Cup flavor, pay
special attention at the par-5 10th. It was
there, during his singles match in 1951,
that Ben Hogan yanked his drive into
the pines, hacked out, then thundered a
280-yard fairway wood. The ball trundled
onto the green, leaving a putt estimated
at between 75 and 100 feet. Hogan
being Hogan, he rapped it up the slope,
and down it went for an unlikely birdie 4.
He beat Charlie Ward 3 and 2, and the
U.S. thrashed Great Britain 9 ½ to 2 ½.  
Stay: As you rock back and forth on
the porch of the 116-year-old Carolina
Hotel, it’s easy to see what folks find so
comforting here: Pinehurst’s timeless-
ness. The view hasn’t much changed
in 100 years, just the resort’s amenities,
which now include nine golf courses,
a state-of-the-art spa and fitness
center, and a nearby beach club.   
Taste: Conveniently situated off the
lobby of the Carolina is the Ryder
Cup Lounge, a comfy retreat bursting
with mementos of Ryder Cups past—
especially the 1951 contest. Dreamy
Lobster Crab Cake Sliders and specialty
drinks, such as the Ryder Cup Sangria,
can be enjoyed at the intimate bar
or in rockers on the porch.

Forever cast in
bronze: Payne’s

fist pump on
Pinehurst No. 2,
at the ’99 Open.

Even in
languor, the

Ocean Course
is haunted

by Langer’s
momentous
missed putt.

p
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1983 Ryder Cup
PGA NATIONAL
RESORT & SPA
Palm Beach Gardens, Fla.
pgaresort.com

Play: Home to the Tour’s Honda Classic
since 2007, the Champion course at
PGA National also hosted the 1987 PGA
Championship and the 1983 Ryder Cup,
one of the most exciting matches ever
contested. In 1990, Jack Nicklaus tweaked
Tom Fazio’s original design and in the
process created the infamous “Bear Trap.”
Replay: Even without the Bear Trap, Fazio’s
course produced plenty of drama at the
’83 Ryder Cup. The closest Ryder Cup ever
played on American soil up to that point
came down to the penultimate singles
clash, between Lanny Wadkins and José
Maria Canizares. At the par-5 18th, Wadkins
planted a 60-yard wedge shot 18 inches
from the hole to earn a vital half-point
tie. When Tom Watson downed Bernard
Gallacher 2 and 1 in the final match, the
U.S. escaped with a one-point win. Still, the
greatest shot of all at 18 occurred in the
day’s first contest, between Seve Ballesteros
and Fuzzy Zoeller. With the match tied on
the final hole, Ballesteros found a fairway
bunker with his second shot, then carved
a 3-wood out of the trap from 245 yards
and found the green. Stirred but not shaken,
Zoeller hit a 2-iron third onto the green.
Both men two-putted for the halve.
Stay: PGA National serves up five courses,
but golf is hardly the sole attraction.
This Silver Medal–winning resort features
a 40,000-square-foot spa, acclaimed
dining and nearby beaches and shopping.

Taste: You shouldn’t depart without trying
one of the sizable, savory burgers at Bar
91. Grape and golf connoisseurs should
book a table at Ironwood, where the wine
list includes bottles from four Tour legends,
among them Nicklaus and Arnold Palmer.

1979 Ryder Cup
THE GREENBRIER
White Sulphur Springs,
W. Va. greenbrier.com

Play: Although the resort’s Old White
TPC course has grabbed most of the
attention as host of the Greenbrier Classic
since 2010, it’s the namesake Greenbrier
course that experienced Solheim Cup
glory in 1994 and Ryder Cup action in 1979.
At 6,675 yards, this Nicklaus redesign of a
1924 Seth Raynor creation isn’t scorecard
long, but it frustrates the wayward hitter
with tight, forested fairways that roll through
an Allegheny Mountain valley lined with
maples, oaks and pines. The 339-yard,
par-4 10th demands an aerial approach
over a deep, wide creek to a narrow putting
surface, and the 403-yard, par-4 second
features a lake that drowns all pushed shots.
Replay: The handsome par-3 17th is nearly
the aesthetic and shot-value equal of the
second and 10th holes, with water lurking
to the right. It was at 17 that Lanny Wadkins

Low-key Larry Nelson
(front row, second from
left) led Team USA to
its 17-11 win in 1979.

Always masterly
from the sand,

Seve Ballesteros
proved it again

at PGA National.

and Larry Nelson closed out
Ballesteros and Antonio Garrido
in the opening four-ball match
of the 1979 Ryder Cup. This
set the stage for Ryder Cup
rookie Nelson to dominate
the competition, going 5-0,

including three wins over prevailing
British Open champ Ballesteros. The
U.S. would triumph over Europe, 17-11.  
Stay: After devastating summer floods,
The Greenbrier has bounced back to
reclaim its place as one of America’s finest
hotels. Although its Old White and Meadows
courses won’t reopen until 2017, golfers
can play the Greenbrier course and three
nearby tracks at sibling Glade Springs
resort. Almost mythic in its appearance, the
hotel boasts a vast Georgian facade, and
the resort offers similarly grand activities,
from casino gaming and sporting clays
to bowling and tours of an underground
bunker once intended for U.S. government
use in case of a nuclear war. Its spa is one of
the nation’s oldest, dating to 1778—although
services and treatments are fully up to date.
Taste: Prime 44 West, named for hoops
legend Jerry West, is the resort’s spot for
steaks. Bring your appetite for the “Nothing
But Net” 44-ounce Porterhouse. For a
flavorful nod to the Greenbrier’s renowned
pro, try Sam Snead’s at the Golf Club or its
more casual sibling, Slammin’ Sammy’s.
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No Reservations
About It

THE TRADITION of celebrity
athletes owning or lending their
names to restaurants is long and
storied. Such gilded Hall of Famers
as Michael Jordan, John Elway and
Wayne Gretzky have become foodie
entrepreneurs—and some of our
greatest golfers want in, too. Here
are the four top dining spots served
up by major-championship winners.

A handful of
golf greats

are taking a
swing at the

restaurant biz

Arnold
Palmer’s
Restaurant
La Quinta, Calif.
Dating to 2004,
Arnie’s place is just
what you’d expect
from the King—a
total people-pleaser.
The mid-priced,
all-American entrees
include offerings
such as homemade
meatloaf and mac and
cheese. There’s even a practice putting green to smooth your
stroke between courses. Plenty of steak and seafood options
abound, and the fish and chips in the memorabilia-filled
Arnie’s Pub is among the most popular items in the house.
arnoldpalmersrestaurant.com

Greg Norman’s
Australian Grille
North Myrtle Beach, S.C.

Located next to Barefoot Resort, on the water at Barefoot
Landing, Norman’s ode to all things Aussie is surprisingly
ambitious—and absolutely superb. This is no sports bar,
nor are there gobs of Shark tchotchkes to cheapen the vibe.
This is fine dining, complete with savory wood-grilled lobster,
shrimp and steaks. The char-grilled, Brisbane-seasoned filet
mignon is a winner, as is the extensive wine list, recognized
regularly with Wine Spectator’s Award of Excellence.
gregnormansaustraliangrille.com

The Woods Jupiter
Jupiter, Fla.
Ahead of his eponymous restaurant’s opening in August 2015,
Tiger Woods said he envisioned a place “where people can
meet friends, watch sports on TV and enjoy a great meal.”
Based on first-year feedback, the Woods Jupiter has lived
up to his aspirations. Situated at Jupiter’s new Harbourside
Place development, this is a very 21st-century sports bar,
adorned with 40 flat screens, sleek
(if understated) accents, and only
a minimum of tastefully displayed
Tiger mementos. Among the
cuisine offerings, the signature
Caprese salad is major-worthy,
incorporating peaches and
truffle burrata. Other leaders in
the clubhouse are the rib-eye
sandwich, the local hog snapper
and the wood-fired flatbreads.
woodsjupiter.com

Nona Blue
Orlando, Fla.

It’d be easy to settle into Nona Blue, next
to Lake Nona Country Club, and confine
your intake to alcohol. That’s how tasty
their 16 craft beers are, how extensive
the collection of single malt whiskies
is, and how well the wine list blends
value and special-occasion bottles. But
proprietor Graeme McDowell, the 2010
U.S. Open champion, delivers extremely
appealing dinner fare as well, with the
grilled salmon and jumbo asparagus as
good as you’d find somewhere else for
twice the price. A second location, in
Ponte Vedra Beach, just opened in
mid-August. nonablue.com

The Shark’s fine
Myrtle Beach eatery

sets the bar high.

A filet mignon fit
for the King.

Nona Blue visitors will
imbibe the decor

and the ample drink.

Tiger balm:
the lobster and
jumbo crab cake.
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Build for your future with iShares Core Funds.

INSPIRED TO BUILD. 

Essential building blocks for the heart of your portfolio at 
1/10th the cost of typical mutual funds.1  Smaller fees mean 
bigger dreams. Start building at iShares.com/build

INSPIRED BY ADDING 
FAMILY TO THE FAMILY. 
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RUNNING A PRIVATE golf club
these days is anything but child’s play.
Attracting and retaining golfers is key,
and among the newest means of doing
so is the creation of family-oriented
short courses. Ken Jowdy, developer of
Diamante, in Cabo San Lucas, Mexico,
has enlisted Tiger Woods Design to
construct The Oasis, a 12-hole par-3
course scheduled to open in late 2016.

“The Oasis will have multiple uses
for us,” explains Jowdy. “Foremost,
we wanted a course that would be ideal
for families, for kids, for beginners.
Our championship courses can be
intimidating for golfers with modest
skills. This course should be fun by
itself and serve as a bridge to the big
courses. However, we also have a lot of
golf fanatics here. This will be a course
where serious golfers can work on their
games. Fortunately, the directive for the
course meshes perfectly with Tiger’s
design philosophy, which is to build a
course that’s fun and playable for all,
yet challenging for the better player.”

Not just for Junior:
Par-3 tracks will
help you sharpen
your short game.

The Oasis will have holes that
range from 40 to 145 yards in length,
and will be walking-only, designed
to be played with just a few clubs and
a putter. There will be one forced car-
ry over water and seven total bunkers.
“Sand and hazards are part of the game,”
says Jowdy. “We want to provide that
experience for good players and for
beginners. Ultimately, though, this is
another aspect to Diamante that will
allow families to spend quality time
together. That’s why we’re doing this.”

The Oasis at Diamante is only the next
course up in this healthy trend. Here’s a
look at other private family tracks:

Bluejack National
(The Playgrounds)
Montgomery, Tex.

 This Tiger Woods design enjoyed an
avalanche of positive publicity when it
opened in March 2016, thanks in large part
to 11-year-old Taylor Crozier, who aced the

first hole with the first official shot ever
hit on the course. A stunned, beaming
Woods gave young Crozier a bear hug
and shouted to the crowd, “Are you
kidding me right now? The inaugural
shot and he holes it!” The Playgrounds
features 10 par 3s that range in length from
35 to 105 yards (747 yards total), with each
hole framed by tall pines and lit for night
play. Easily walkable, the layout is designed
to be played quickly, with one or two clubs,
and features enough contours and bunkers
to keep even low-handicappers entertained.

Red Ledges Golf Park
Heber City, Utah

 Jack Nicklaus opened this 12-hole,
par-3 layout in early August 2016, and
it’s certainly a distinct departure for a
designer accustomed to crafting some
of the toughest, most dramatic courses
in the game. Located near the ski meccas
of Park City and Deer Valley, Red Ledges
boasts a championship Nicklaus Signature
course, a variety of real estate offerings
and Mount Timpanogos panoramas.
Every hole on Nicklaus’s short course
sports four sets of tees and a large,
receptive green, each cut with two cups—
one standard size, the other a family-friendly
eight inches in diameter. Total yardage for
the course ranges from 1,013 to 1,739 yards.
“We want a layout that can be played by
juniors, women, seniors and beginners,”
said Nicklaus. “Or that is simply a fun
diversion for the core golfer and member.”

Kuki’o
(The Short Course)
Big Island, Hawaii

One of the most spectacular front yards
in the Hawaiian Islands is this immaculately
groomed, 10-hole Tom Fazio design. First
opened in 2003, it’s situated between the
Beach Club and the ocean, making it a
lovely practice ground for strong players
but also one that’s conveniently located
for sporty families. With seven par 3s and
three par 4s, there’s sufficient golf to hold
any player’s interest, thanks to sea breezes,
big bunkers and the lava rough that frames
several greens. That said, nearly every
green is receptive to run-up shots, perfect
for players who’ve yet to master the aerial
attack. The Short Course is the ideal
complement to Fazio’s 18-hole layout, and
is also a wonderful stand-alone experience.

Kid ’n’ Play
Will the birth of baby courses deliver big fun
for families? That’s golf’s latest pitch (and putt).
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SENIOR
PLAYER

You’ve lost some
flexibility and

power, but
you still know
how to score.

TRACEYOURWAY
TOABETTERPATH

If your shots tend to leak to the right or to slice, you
probably have a path problem. Chances are, the clubhead
is approaching the ball from outside the target line. To hit
the ball solidly and with a slight draw, your path needs to
move from inside the target line in the downswing and
then out to the right through impact. Here’s an easy
range drill to help you groove the ideal inside-out path.

Tee up a ball and place a club on the ground along

your target line. Then lay another iron on top of the
first one, at a 45-degree angle to your target line.
(On an imaginary baseball diamond, this club would
point toward right field.) Address the ball and take the
club back along the first shaft, then swing down along
the second shaft. Trace this inside-out path slowly at
first, until you get a feel for it, then swing at full speed.
Your accuracy and distance will improve in no time.

Place clubs on the ground
to denote the path your
swing should take on the
backswing and downswing.
The result? An inside-out
path—and tight draws!
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STRAIGHT
HITTER

You keep the ball
in play, but a lack
of distance puts

pressure on
your game.

A wide backswing lets you
create maximum coiled

energy and prevents
your right elbow from

straightening too early
in the downswing.

LAG
BEHIND
FOR
MAMMOTH
DRIVES
You’re arrow-straight off the
tee. Just one problem: Your
arrow doesn’t fly very far.
You lack that oomph that
your big-hitting buddies
possess. If you want to go
from bunter to bomber—
and even blow it past your
pals—you need more lag in
your swing. Lag is the feeling
that the clubhead is lagging
behind your hands in the
downswing before it “catches
up” at impact. This whiplike
movement is what lets
long hitters deliver massive
amounts of stored energy
into the ball at the right
moment. Here’s how it’s done.

SWING“WIDE-NARROW-WIDE”

To start, make your backswing as wide as you can.
This width lets you maximize the amount of coiled
energy you create. It also prevents you from straightening
your right arm and releasing the clubhead too soon (a move
that lets much of that energy dissipate before impact).
As you swing the club back, try to keep your left arm parallel
to the ground, and feel as though you’re turning your chest
to the sky. This helps you extend both arms, and it puts you
in a powerful position at the top of your backswing.
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In the downswing, your left arm
should duplicate the parallel-to-

the-ground position it had in
the backswing. Your right

elbow should remain
folded, pointing straight

down at the ground.

After impact, allow the
momentum of the swing
 to pull both arms toward

the target. You want full
extension. The longer your

arms stay straight, the
longer your drives will be.

Halfway down, try to return your left arm to the parallel
position you achieved in the backswing, but this time
bend your right arm so that your right elbow points at the
ground. The more bend you have to your right arm on the
downswing, the more speed you’ll generate when the arm
straightens through impact. You want to feel as though
the elbow is being pulled down while your hips and upper
body unwind toward the target. This keeps the clubhead
lagging far behind the grip, producing an even bigger

angle between your left forearm and the clubshaft. That’s
the narrow part of the “wide-narrow-wide” equation.

Finally, as your bent right elbow straightens and the
angle is released through impact, both arms should
extend powerfully out toward the target. The longer
they stay straight, the more energy you’ll transfer to
the ball. This final wide position is akin to cracking
a whip—and it’s what produces that extra burst of
power you need to bomb it past your buddies.
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HIGH
HANDICAPPER

You have
potential but

must fix
some fundamental

swing flaws.

Turning your hands to
the left to create a “weak”
grip will open the clubface
at impact, allowing the
bounce on your wedge
to glide through the sand.

Some players fear greenside sand more than water
or O.B., and with good reason—it takes them at least
two swings to find the green. They either hit it fat and
leave the ball in the trap, or they skull it across the green
to who knows where. Sound like you? If so, here’s a
simple, repeatable way to beat the bunker blues.

CAN’T-MISS
BUNKER

BLAST

THESOLUTION:WEAKENYOURGRIP

To overcome your fear of bunkers, you have to learn
how to use the bounce on the sole of your sand wedge.
This feature—the downward angle from the sole’s leading
edge to its trailing edge—lets the club glide through the
sand with little resistance, much like the rudder on a ship.

To put the bounce to good use, place your left hand on the
club and rotate it well to the left, into a very “weak” position.
Do the same with your right hand, so that the “Vs” formed by

the thumb and forefinger on both hands point
toward your left shoulder. Then position the ball
1 to 2 inches back of center and make your normal
bunker swing, entering the sand a couple of inches
behind the ball and exiting a couple of inches past it.

This ultra-weak grip makes the clubface open through
impact, exposing the bounce to the sand. This lets the club
glide under the ball and through the sand, not dig in with the
leading edge. The ball rides a cushion of sand to the green,
and your bunker demons become a distant memory.
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Instead of chunking it or
skulling it, your new grip
helps you take the perfect
amount of sand every time.
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LOW
HANDICAPPER

You play well
but want to shave

those last few
strokes off

your handicap.

Stack three quarters behind
the ball, then align the center
of the putterface with the
equator of the ball. Keep
your putter as vertical as
possible—there’s no need
to use a forward press.

Stack three quarters behind a ball, then hover your
putterhead just above the top coin so that the middle
of the putterface aligns with the ball’s equator. Take a
comfortable posture, with the handle of your putter in

front of your zipper. Many top putters (including Jordan
Spieth) give the club a forward press before taking it back,
but many pros have extra loft built into their putters. You’ll
want to keep your putter perpendicular to the ground.

LOFTY
PUTTING
AMBITIONS
According to a study by Top 100
Teacher Marius Filmalter, the best
putters in the world hit slightly up on
the ball, adding at least 1.7 degrees of
loft to their stroke at impact. This causes
the ball to roll immediately forward (as
opposed to caroming off the green
surface) and to hold its line. Putting is
about precision; hit down on the ball
even slightly and it could jump off line.
The good news? You can train yourself
to hit the ball with the right amount of
loft. Your lesson “fee”? A mere 75 cents.

75-CENTDRILL
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Once you’re steady over the ball, make
your stroke—strike the ball squarely on its
equator without hitting any of the quarters.
If you can consistently strike the ball on
its equator, you’ll start to roll it much more
smoothly and hole a lot more big putts. But
if you topple the stack of quarters, you’ll
know that your stroke is either descending
or not moving correctly upward. Keep at this
drill until you easily avoid the quarters and
deliver the perfect amount of loft to the ball.

If you touch the quarters as
you make your stroke, you’re
coming into the ball on either
a level or a descending plane.
Neither approach is conducive
to a consistent stroke.

If you can cleanly pass over
the quarters, you‘ve made
proper upward contact
through the hitting zone.
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POWER
HITTER

You hit the ball
a long way, but

your game needs
control and

consistency.

Excessive wrist
action when you chip
is a big no-no. Get your
shoulders, arms, hands
and the clubshaft working
as one unit for ultimate
short-game control.

Leaving your chips well short of the hole puts
serious pressure on your putting, making it hard
to save par. Everyday golfers often come up short
on their chips by trying to “scoop” the ball into the
air; their arms and wrists lose their angles, leading
to poor contact. The easy way to hit solid chips
that get to the hole? Get your arms, wrists and
elbows working as one unit.

Assume your normal chipping posture
and grip down to the metal on the shaft,
resting the butt of the club just below your
navel. Your shoulders, forearms and hands
should form a triangle, with the shaft in the

middle of the triangle. Make your normal
chipping stroke with the clubhead off the
ground and the grip secured against your
midsection, maintaining the triangle into
your finish. Make a few practice swings
this way, then return to your normal grip and
hit some chips. Move your arms, shoulders
and club as one unit and lightly brush the
ground through impact. See how much
more connected you feel to the club? This
improved connection means more control,
which dramatically improves your chipping.
You’ll be getting up and down all day long.

HOWTOGETEVERY
CHIPTOTHEHOLE
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Mazel Turf!
So what if the golf

culture in Israel is meh?
It’s one of the few places
you can find a starter’s
shack with a mezuzah.

ONE DAY THIS SUMMER I was in
the auld country, playing with a lad of
14 named Cameron on a course called
Prestwick St. Nicholas, down the beach
from Troon. You could smell the sea. A
couple days later, I was at the Caesarea
Golf Club, in another old country, Isra-
el. You could smell the heat.

My driving-range neighbor there was
Hadas Libman, a native Israeli, now 21, a
psychology major at UCLA and a member
of its women’s golf team. Hadas belts it,
but her short game, she told me, is a joke,
and not a good one.

Candor is part of Israel’s national iden-
tity. Golf is not. Israel is about the size
of New Jersey, but there the important
similarities end: The Garden State has
298 courses, and the Land of Milk and
Honey has two.

I asked Hadas why. American Jews, af-
ter all, from the Eisenhower era on, have
been enthusiastic members of the golf
tribe. (Herbert Warren Wind, Jew or not
a Jew? Jew!) In Philadelphia, where I live,
there are still a half dozen private golf
clubs identified as being “Jewish.” For
years they flourished under that heading
for a variety of reasons, including “gen-
tlemanly” anti-Semitism and an intense
drive to assimilate. But the main draw
has been the game. For years and de-
cades, the tee sheets at these clubs were
packed, even on Saturday mornings. Es-
pecially on Saturday mornings.

“Golf is slow, golf takes time,” Hadas
said. “Israelis are hustlers. No patience.
They want to be good now.”

She was generalizing, of course, al-
though I have observed that Israeli driv-
ers prefer the horn to the brakes. Still,
there are two small, intense pockets of
golf in Israel, the 18-hole course in Cae-
sarea and, 20 miles down the road, an
unlikely nine-holer.

Caesarea is a resort course that’s open
to the public with a private club with-
in it. (The Old Course in St. Andrews
has the same basic setup, although
with different emphases.) The Caesar-
ea Golf Club has 600 members, most of
whom are Israeli Jews, along with a tiny
number of Christian Arabs. There are

no Muslim members, but there are two
young Muslim sisters who take lessons
with the club’s starter/teaching pro,
Penny Halfon. “Their father got them
interested,” Penny told me. “He sees
all the good things that can come from
golf.” Amen.

Penny’s starter shack is the only
one I’ve ever seen with a mezuzah, the
ancient Jewish signpost, on its door-
jamb. But once you’re on the course,
you could be playing golf anywhere,
except that your English-speaking
Israeli playing partners might write
your name in Hebrew on the scorecard,
the regular game is for five shekels, and
some of the accounting is the language
of Moses.

What’d you make?
 Put me down for shesh.
The ubiquitous six. It travels the

world without a passport.
The Tiger Woods of Israeli golf is

Laetitia Beck, a 24-year-old Duke grad
(psychology) who plays the LPGA wear-
ing white shoes with blue Stars of Da-
vid on the toes. I saw her at Caesarea.
She was getting ready for the Olympics. I
introduced myself and asked if she had
any hesitancy about going to Rio, with
the Zika virus and the security worries.
She’s a slender woman with long black
hair and a steady-eddie game. “Not at
all,” she said. Israeli women pride them-
selves on being tough.

Caesarea is between Tel Aviv, Israel’s
Los Angeles, and Haifa, its San Diego.
So is the nine-hole course, Ga’ash Golf
Club. The road into the club is cracked
and weedy, and the course itself is sim-
ple and sunbaked. The golfers there all
walk, usually under an umbrella at-
tached to their pushcarts. The pro shop
and clubhouse are no-frills. And then
there’s the Ga’ash lunch, at least the day
I was there: a buffet of cheeses, vegeta-
bles, freshly baked breads, grilled and
smoked fishes, heaping salads and exot-
ic fruits in colors bright enough for Jo-
seph’s biblical coat. Jewish clubs in the
U.S. often have a reputation for good
food, but that generally means large
portions and matzo-ball soup. Ga’ash
does not serve matzo-ball soup.

Israel imports liberally from American
culture. Once that meant Levi’s and bas-
ketball, and now it means Drake and tat-
toos. Pete Dye, native Hoosier, gave the
original 1961 Caesarea course a complete
makeover in 2009. It’s a course old Scot-
tish golfers would recognize: rugged,
sandy, unadorned. The greens are beau-
tiful. The way it moves through the land,
it reminds me of Rancho Park, the public
course in L.A.

I asked my playing partners at Cae-
sarea why golf was not more popular in
Israel. It uses too much water and too
much land, costs too much, there are no
public ranges, it’s too class-conscious.
Yadda yadda yadda. But on a back-to-
work Sunday, there were golfers ahead of
us, behind us, in the halfway house and
on every verdant green. A famous verse
came to mind: If you shall build it, they
will come. —MICHAEL BAMBERGER
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and a tension free swing.  

Is it time for you to re-grip?  

Play your best golf with Winn.”
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